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Fiscal court
passes 200607 tax rates
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
County and jail property
taxes will remain the same for
2006-07 while library, soil conservation, extension service, fire
and hospital tax rates were
approved by Calloway County
Fiscal Court.
County magistrates Kenny
Imes, Bobby Stubblefield and
Johnny Gingles voted, on second and final reading, during a
special called meeting of the
court Monday afternoon at the
Weaks • Community Center
Tuesday night to freeze both
court-controlled rates on real
estate, motor vehicles and
watercraft at the rate set last
year.
The county rate on real property will remain at 12.5 cents
per $100 dollars of assessed
value while the jail tax rate will
remain at 3.2 cents per $100 of
assessed value through July 1,

GREG TRAVISA_edger 8, Times
GOING UP: Crews at the site of Murray State University's new Chemistry Building work around some of the steel and
concrete support structures for the new facility. Dr. Dewey Yeatts, associate vice president for Facilities Management,
has reported that the facility will be a mirror image of the Biology Building, and there will be a tower walk connecting the
two buildings.

2007. Also the county tax on
motor vehicle and viatercraft
will remain at 14 cents per $100
while jail tax rates on the same,
property will remain at 8 cents
per $100.
The court had the option of
raising the tax rate by 4 percent
as allowed by law without a referendum, but chose to keep rates
the same for another year.
Under the current rates, ace
County can expect to collect
about $1.52 million in real
estate taxes, as well as $272,000
in taxes on motor vehicles and
itvr craft. The jail tax rate will
bring in about $460,000 in real
estate collections with an additional $146,000 from motor
vehicles and water craft.
Also approved were rates of
3.3 cents per $100 of assessed
value on real property, 5.18
cents on personal property, 3

•See Page 2A

Meetings planned for 2007
America's Promise submission

1

Special to the Ledger
The Murray/Calloway County Community of
Promise Committee is meeting to submit a request
for Murray to be considered
4.0LtOWayea,.. in the 2007 designation
of America's Promise
4011). 2003 "5
A
"
100
Top
Communities for
Young People.
n
Wednesday

100BEST
COMMUNITIES

-PerJ continuing the next
three Wednesdays, the
committee will meet at
the Murray Woman's Club to
complete the 2007 America's Promise application.
During this time, participants will supply statistical data and narrative information on the services
Murray has to offer children in the community.
These services include partnerships with mayors
and governors, businesses, nonprofits, community

leaders and faith groups.
The information provided on the application
will be used by America's Promise in its decision
of whether Murray/Calloway County qualifies as
one of America's 100 Best Communities for
Young People.
The America's Promise organization is the
nation's leading voice for young people. In order
for every child to have a chance to succeed, they
believe children need five fundamental resources.
These resources, are called the Five Promises: caring adults, safe places, a healthy start, effective
education and opportunities to help others. Their
goal is to change the lives of 15 million undeserved young people through the power of the
Five Promises.
For more information on Murray/Calloway
County's Community of Promise committee contact Pat Harrington at Best100@murray-ky.net.
For more information on America's Promise visit
the Web site at www.americaspromise.org.

Donation questioned; need for
ethics board raised in Hazel
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — The Hazel
City Commission will soon confer with city attorney Trevor
Coleman to determine whether
or not the city is required to seat
a board of ethics under existing
city and state regulations.
The question of whether a
three-member ethics board is
required was raised by Hazel
businessman Ray Gough during
a meeting of the commission at
Hazel City Hall Monday night.
Gough questioned the commission's action in donating
$500 to the "Save Hazel" political issues committee during
action in September. He then
cited state regulations he said
required the seating of an ethics
*P
panel.
"Do I understand this correctly?" Gough asked. -This
commission made a donation
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out of the general fund on behalf on the committee was as a priof the city in the amount of $500 vate citizen of Hazel and not in
to a political issues committee her official capacity as a comthat Commissioner Nancy missioner.
Later in the meeting, the
Mieure has a personal interest in
commission approved a formal
and is a part of."
Mieure told Gough that the request from Misure to look into
commission had contacted the the ethics panel issue. "I think
Kentucky League of Cities for we need to look into that just to
advice on the matter before make sure we are in compliance
making the donation. "It is law- with our ordinances," she said.
Following some discussion
ful for us to make that dona.tion," she said, pointing out that on the matter, Mayor Harold
as a resident and tax payer of the Pittman said the commission
city she had theright to be a part was unaware that the seating of
of the "Save Hazel Committee." an ethics committee was
The committee- comprises a required, but would contact
small group of citizens and busi- Coleman concerning the legal
ness owners who have banded issues involved.
"We will look into that," he
together to initiate a public
information campaign urging said. "We'll get with the city
voters to vote against a attorney and see what has to be
November referendum to unin- done."
corporate the City of Hazel after
117 years.
Mieure said her participation •See Page 2A
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AP
A horse and buggy passes a police car near a schoolhouse -in which, police say, a gunman
killed several people in Nickel Mines. Pa. on Mditiday. A 32-year-old milk truck driver took
about a dozen girls hostage in a one-room Amish schoolhouse Monday, barricaded the doors
with boards and killed at least three girls and apparently himself, authorities said.

A gunman opened fire in a oneroom Amish schoolhouse
Monday in .Pennsylvania's
Lancaster County. ,
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Amish community
mourns five girls
killed in shooting

Amish shooting

DUR&TIMES
LrA

AP

NICKEL MINES. Pa.(AP)
— Two more children died this
morning of wounds from the
shootings at an Amish schoolhouse, raising the death toll to
five girls plus the gunman who
apparently was spurred by a
two-decades-old grudge.
The toll from the nation's
third deadly ,sefiool shooting in
less than a week rose twice within a matter of hours Tuesday
with the deaths of one girl at
Christiana Hospital in Delaware
and a 7-year-old girl at Penn
State Children's Hospital in
Hershey.
Five additional girls were
hospitalized.

The Bush administration on
Monday called for a school violence summit to be held next
week with education and law
enforcement officials to discuss
possible federal action to help
communities prevent violence
and deal with its aftermath.
State police spokeswoman
Linette Quinn said the two girls
who died early Tuesday had suffered "very severe injuries, but
the other ones are coming along
very well."
One girl died about I a.m.,
and the 7-year-old girl died
about 4:30 a.m. .

•See Page 2A
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Experts drill New Madrid for quake data Town Crier
SASSAFRAS RIDGE, Ky.(AP) --- In a WestKentucky town that lies near the New Madrid
tault line, experts are drilling the deepest seismic
observatory east of the Rocky Mountains.
When they hit bedrock at 2,000 feet, they wilt
put d seismometer at the bottom to record earthquake signals.
Geologists say the data will help reduce uncertainty in predicting the impact of earthquakes that
threaten an area that stretches from St. Louis to
Memphis, Tenn. It also could be used to update
building codes. The observatory will enhance data
already received from tWo shallower holes. •

-We've got all ot these models. But how good
are they? We want to actually check these models," said University of Kentucky geophysicist Ed
Woolery, a principal investigator for the drilling
project, which is funded mostly by the 0.S.
Department of Energy.
In 1811-12 the New Madrid faults produced
some of the strongest temblors ever known to
have struck the continental U.S. The faults remain
active, though most of the quakes are too small to
be felt at the surface.
Drilling was expected to be finished this
month.

ern

•County
From Front
cents on motor vehicles and
cents on watercraft for support
of the Calloway County Public
Library.
According to Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins' office, tax rates from
special districts might have been
raised by four percent. Details
concerning the rates other' than
county and jail rates were
unavailable this morning.
No one attended a forum
scheduled for the court to hear
any input from the public concerning any changes in the tax
rates, as required by law.
A rate ofa half-cent per $100
of assessed value was set for soil

conservation, while a rate of
1.45 cents per $100 was set for
extension service taxes. A-health
tax rate of 2.8 cents on real and
personal property. Ai cents on
motor vehicles, and 3.1 cents on
watercraft per $100 was set for
support of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Fire tax rates were set at 5.9
cents on real estate and personal
property, and 6 cents on motor
vehicles and on watercraft.
Calloway County Fiscal
Court has no jurisdiction to set
or 'change special tax rates.
Elkins pointed out.
In other action, magistrates
approved the payment of
$228,954.08
to
Smith
Contracting LLC of Grand
Rivers for paving work contract-

ed during the 2005-2006 fiscal
year. The funds were allocated
by the state for payment.
"We should be getting some
more money soon," Elkins said.
Also the court approved a
resolution honoring former
Murray Fire Department Asst.
Chief Ronny Gardner, who died
Sept. 23 following storms that
ravaged the area. Gardner was
also an employee of the
Calloway County Jail where, he
"performed above and beyond
his duties," according to the resolution.
He was specifically honored
by the court for his service to the
jail.
"He was a good fellow and
he will be missed," Elkins said.

The signs cost $21 each with
a shipping charge of about $10,
according to Venita Loranger,
member of the watch committee. The signs will be posted
near Major traffic entrances
leading intO Hazel suggested by
Sheriff Larry Roberts.
Loranger also asked the commission about the possibility of
imposing a curfew on the city's
young people as part of the anticrime effort. She noted that the
action had support of the committee, as well .as some of the
city's business owners.
Following a short discussion
of the pros an cons of the issue,
Pittman said the commission
would discuss the suggestion
during a future meeting.
Also, Jason Chadwick, a vol-

unteer with the Hazel Volunteer
Fire Department, requested that
the city look into paying for new
oxygen breathing apparatus to
be used by firefighters during an
emergency. He cited recent
problems with four existing
units now in the department's
inventory.
"Ours are just not up to snuff
compared to what's on the market," Chadwick said.
Pittman. a member of the
department, and commissioners
requested that Chadwick look
into how much the department
.gould afford to pay from its own
budget and to present estimated
prices on new equipment to the
commission which could then
decide whether to help pay all or
some of the cost.

NOTICE
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adiustments will meet
in special session at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday at city hall to consider a dimensional variance
for a detached garage in the
side yard of 1307 Fleetwood
Drive.
• The Murray Planning
Cornrnission will meet in special session at 5 p.m.
Wednesday at city hall to
review the minor subdivision
plat for 109 Jameswood
Drive.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

orning ra lc

Policologs
Murray State University Police Department
• Jeremy Breedlove, of Corpus Christi, Texas, was arrested for
first-degree criminal trespassing at 4:07 p.m. Saturday after a
man was reported beating on a door in the 1100 block of College
Courts.
Kentucky State Police
• Post One, which covers 11 counties including Calloway, reported the following activity for September. Troopers opened,'146
criminal cases; Made 229 cnminal arrests; investigated 67 'collisions, including four fatalities; received 629 calls for service; and
made 69 driving under the influence arrests. In the Post One
area, 42 people have been killed in collisions as of Sept. 30. Of
those, 15 were not wearing seat belts and 10 involved motorcycles. During the same time frame last year, 44 people were killed
in the area. Statewide this year, 651 people were killed, compared to 722 in 2005.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

cci ent

AURORA, Ky. — A two-vehicle accident near Highways.
No details were available on the crash, which
Eggner's Ferry Bridge on the Marshall-Trigg
county line closed traffic for a period this morn, happened around 7 am. and involved a truck.
ing, according to a release from the Department of Both lanes were opened by 8:05 a.m.

II Hazel ...
From Front
Pittman noted that it shouldn't be difficult to find three
qualified persons to sit on an
ethics board should one be
required. Gough told the commission he would take any
grievances he had about the
donatio issue or any other conems to ie committee.
just hope they
"1 wo
wou be fair a impartial concemin both p rties," Gough
said
1 other ac n, the commission oted
allocate $178,to a
recent y- caned neighborhood
watch committee in Hazel to
pay for eight signs to be purchased through the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.

AP
PRAYER PREPARATION: Student Rabbi Joel Simonds of Westwood, Calif., puts on his
prayer shawl. or Tanis, Monday before a children's service on the final day of Yom Kippur,
.
ation Beth Shalom in Marysville, Calif.
the Jewish Day of Atonement, at the Conoreg

Caring for women is a

AP
People kneel and pray on White Oak Road, Monday in Nickel Mines, Pa. A milk-truck driver
carrying three guns and a childhood grudge stormed a one-room Amish schoolhouse, sent the
boys and adults outside, barricaded the doors with two-by-fours, and then opened fire on a
dozen girls, killing three people before committing suicide.

•Shooting ...
From Front
"Her parents were with her,"
hospital spokeswoman Amy
Buehler Stranges said of the 7year-old. "She was taken off life
support and she passed away
shortly after."
Authorities said the gunman,
Charles Carl Roberts IV, 32,
wrote
what
authorities
described as suicide notes, took
guns and anueunitiom esekseissi..
to a nearby one-room schoolhouse, where he opened fire on
several girls and took his own,
life, authorities said.
Roberts, who was from nearby Bart Township and was not
Amish, did not appear to be targeting the Afnish and apparently
chose the school because he was
bent on killing young girls as a
way of "acting out in revenge
for something that happened 20
years ago," said state police
Commissioner Jeffrey B. Miller.
"This is a horrendous, horrific incident for the Amish community. They're solid citizens in
the community. They're good
people. They don't deserve ...
no one deserves this," Miller
said.
The names of the dead were
not immediately released.
Of the injured, a 6-year-old
girl remained in critical condition and a 13-year-old girl was
in serious condition at Penn
State Children's Hospital,
spokeswoman Buehler Stranges
said. She said the names of the
children were not being
released.
'Three girls, ages 8, 10 and
12, were flown to Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia, where
they were out of surgery but
remained in critical condition.

spokeswoman Peggy Flynn
said.
Roberts brought with him
supplies necessary for a lengthy
siege, including three guns, a
stun gun, two knives, a pile of
wood and a bag with 600 rounds
of ammunition, police said. He
also had a change of clothing,
.toilet paper, bolts and hardware
and rolls of clear tape.
He released about 15 boys, a
pregnant

woman

and

three

women with infants, barred the
doors with desks and wood and
secured them with nails, bolts
and flexible plastic ties. He then
made tip girls line up along‘a
blackboard and tied their feet
together.
The teacher and another
adult fled to a nearby farmhouse, and authorities were
called at about 10:30 a.m.
Miller said Roberts apparently
called his wife from a cell
phone at around 11 a.m., saying
he was taking revenge for an old
grudge. Miller declined to say
what the grudge could have
been.
"It seems as though he wanted to attack young, female victims," Miller said.
Miller told NBC's "Today"
that Roberts lost a daughter
"approximately three years ago"
and that that may have been a
factor in the shooting.
He said a teacher had to run
to a farm house to call police
because there wasn't one at the
school, in keeping with Amish
custom.
Parents refused to fly in
planes — again in keeping with
Amish tradition — and had to
be driven to see their children at
hospitals. Miller told -Today."
Some were taken to the wrong

hospitals in the confusion,
Miller said.
From the suicide notes and
telephone calls, it was clear
Roberts was "angry at life, he
was angry at God," and coworkers said his mood had
darkened in recent days, Miller
said.
In a statement released to
reporters, the gunman's wife,
Marie Roberts, called her husbolotellovins. scu
and
thoughtful."
"He was an
exceptional
father,"
she
said. "He took
the kids to soccer
practice
and
games,
played ball in
the backyard
and took our 7Roberts
year -old
daughter ,shopping. He never
said no when I asked him to
change a diaper."
"Our hearts are broken, our
lives are shattered, and we
grieve for the innocence and
lives that were lost today," she
said. "Above all, please pray for
the families who lost children
and please pray too for our family and children."
The attack bore similarities
to a deadly school shooting last
week in Bailey, Colo., but
Miller said he believed the
Pennsylvania attack was not a
copycat crime. "I really believe
this was about this individual
and what was going on inside
his head," he said.
Friday, a school principal
was shot to death in Cazenovia,
Wis. A 15-year-old student,
upset over a reprimand, was
,.charged with murder.
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Dimitri's Chicken

Beef Kabob

Chicken breast topped with bacon, sauteed
mushrooms, Colby lack cheese & honey mustard dressing. one side

Marinated with onions, peppers 6,
mushrooms, one side

!

Hawaiian Chicken

Fettuccine Alfredo

Chicken tenders marinated in a sweet sauce
topped with pineapple ring, one side

Fettuccine noodles topped with parmesan
cream sauce
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Calloway
GOP's HQ
extending
its hours

KentuckyinBrief
Judge: Purged voters should be
reinstated, put on inactive list
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The names of more than 8,000 people who were removed from Kentucky's voter rolls after they registered to vote elsewhere should be placed on an inactive list for two
election cycles before they can be purged for good, a judge ruled
Monday.
Franklin County District Judge Thomas D. Wingate said the state
Board of Elections' pilot program with South Carolina and
Tennessee, touted as a way to keep more accurate records, was
"innovative." Wingate said such "database matching" purges may
continue, but state elections officials must give people additional
notice before they're removed and allow them more time to
respond.
-•
"We believe database matching to be a necessary tool to maintain
accurate voter registration in bur increasingly mobile world,"
Wingate wrote. "However, the court notes that at least 259 purged
voters showedup to vote in Kentucky during the May primary. This
indicates up to a 10 percent errOr rate in Kentucky's first attempt to
match interstate data with ow- voter rolls."
Turnout in the primary was 31.4 percent, Secretary of State Trey
Grayson's office said last month.
Grayson announced last April that the state elections board
purged more than 8,0(X) voters because records indicated they had
registered to vote in South Carolina or Tennessee. Grayson said the
move was aimed at preventing nonresidents from voting in the May
primary election.
"Non-Kentuckians should not be allowed to vote in Kentucky
elections period, and we are pleased to see that the court's ruling
will help to ensure that this doesn't happen in the commonwealth,"
Grayson said in a statement.

Polehinke's condition upgraded
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Doctors on Monday upgraded the
condition of the co-pilot who survived the crash of Comair Flight
5191, Which killed 49 people last month.
James Polehinke, who had been in serious condition, is now listed in fair condition, said University of Kentucky spokeswoman
Kelley Bozeman. Polehinke could leave the UK hospital as early as
this week and enter a rehabilitation program at another medical
facility, Bozeman said. •
He has undergone several surgeries since the Aug. 27 crash,
including the amputation of his left leg and a procedure on his spine.
Family members say he doesn't remember the crash.
A Lexington police officer pulled Polehinke out of the charred
wreckage of.ithe cockpit.
Accordini to federal investigators, the flight's captain, Jeffrey
Clay, taxied Comair Flight 5191 onto a runway that was too short
before Polehinke took over the jet and attempted to get it airborne.

Justice Department, state settle suit
with dairy industry
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — A Kentucky dairy company will be sold
to a competitor under a settlement between the U.S. Department of
Justice, the state of Kentucky and the Dairy Farmers of America.
Prairie Farms Dairy Inc., of Carlinville, Ill., will buy Southern
Belle Dairy Co., of Somerset,from the Dairy Farmers of America to
settle an antitrust suit filed by the federal government.
The Allen Family Limited Partnership will also have to sell its
interest in Southern Belle as part of the deal. The settlement was
filed Monday in U.S. District Court in London.
Thomas 0. Barnett, assistant U.S. Attorney General over the
department's Antitrust Division, said the deal will mean better
prices and quality ofservice inikentuckyand Tennessee.The Justice

Department and Kentucky tiled suit in 2003 challenging the Dairy
Farmers' Association's purchase of the Southern Belle dairy.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledgef & Times

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AWARENESS MONTH: Murray Mayor Torn Rushing, front
right, and District Court Judge Jeanne Carroll, front left, sign a proclamation designating October as Domestic Violence Awareness Month in Murray and Calloway County.
Also pictured are members of Calloway County's Domestic Violence Task Force,

Restrictions on sex offenders under fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP). —
Kentucky's new restrictions on
sex offenders have come under
fire a few weeks before the laws
are set to take effect.
The law may be unconstitutional and ineffective because it
treats one-time offenders the
same as serial child predators,
critics say. A federal lawsuit
filed last month makes similar
arguments and asks a judge to
stop enforcement of the law
before it takes effect Oct. 11.
The law, passed earlier this
year by the General Assembly,
bars sex,offenders from living
within 1,000 feet of schools,
churches, playgrounds and other
places where children gather. It
is similar to laws passed in several states — including Iowa,
Indiana and Georgia„—: after a
convicted sex offender was,
charged in Florida last year with
the kidnapping;rape and murder
of a 9-year-old girl.
"There are great questions
about the effectiveness of the
laws and their enforceability,"
said Corwin Ritchie, executive
director of the Iowa County
Attorneys Association.
Louisville attorney Michael
Goodwin represents six sex

offenders in Kentucky who want
a federal judge to issue an
injunction that would let them
continue living at their current
homes.
"These people had permission to live in their homes. Now,
the law change comes along,
and they are being thrown out of
their homes," Goodwin said.
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Steve
Pence, who led the state's push
for tougher residency restrictions on sex offenders, said the
state's law was written with the
idea of preventing a horrific
attack like the one in Florida.
"It is a hardship for some of
these sex offenders and predators, yes," said Pence, a former
federal prosecutor. "But, it better protects our children. Our
bigger concern was not the
inconvenience to sex offenders,
but what would protect our children."
The problem with the
Kentucky law and others like it
is that they unfairly impact people who aren't likely to reoffend
and don't address the real problem, said Lili Lutgens, general
counsel for the American Civil
Liberties Union of Kentucky.
Several studies have shown

that 80 percent to 90 percent of
sexual abuse is committed by a
family member or someone well
known to the family, Lutgens
said. Those are the ones who are
most unlikely to reoffend,
Lutgens said.
The laws are generally
designed to prevent attacks by
strangers, which are rare,
Lutgens said.
"By confusing the reality of
sex offenders, you overregulate
the people who are least likely
to reoffend," Lutgens said. "It
underregulates the seriously
high-risk offenders, who are
going to go where they want,
live where they want and are
just going to go underground."
Authorities aren't precisely
sure how many sex offenders in
Kentucky will have to move
because of the law. Justice
Cabinet spokeswoman Stacy
Floden estimated about 1,000
people — including about 170
in Fayette County and nearly
300 in Jefferson County, the
state's two most populous counties — may have to move.
Numbers fluctuate, but there
are more than 5,000 registered
sex offenders in Kentucky.

Calloway
County
The
Republican Party has expanded
hours at its headquarters at 1222
Ky. 121 North in Murray. The '
•
telephone number is 753-7565.
"Local Republicans are
ecstatic about this fall's campaign season," Calloway County
Vice-Chairwoman Mary Cowan
said. "Republicans across the .
entire county are energized to
begin this fall's campaign and _
the headquarters on 121 North
gives us a focal point to coordinate our efforts.'
Republican headquarters will
expand its hours to Monday
through Friday from 11 a.m. to
5:30 p.m., beginning Oct. 9.
Voters can pick up campaign
materials, register to vote, and
get candidate and voter information and sign up to volunteer
during the campaign season.
County
The
Calloway
Republican Party also will be
using the headquarters for meet- •
ings this fall. A Young
Republicans meeting is being
planned for the near future.
Republican candidates also have
the opportunity to use the facility.
"This location provides a
convenient location to host
events for a variety of
organizations," .
Republican
Cowan said.
..;
Cowan also noted that voters "Zs
can pick up campaign material
for both Republican candidates
and non-partisan judicial candidates as well. "We invite all
judicial candidates the opportunity to place material at our
headquarters," Cowan -noted. .
"Although.we take no stand on
non-partisan races, our committee wanted to give voters this
opportunity as a public service."
For more information, call -753-8865 or 293-3044.,

Correction
Due to incorrect information
provided, Marc Fain's name
was improperly identified as
Jim Fain in two recent photos.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.
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MESSAGE TO THE PUBLIC
I am again asking for your vote and support in the Nov. 7
Election.
I have had two successful years as your State Representative, and
I believe that my hard work and experience have paid off for our
community.
In the short time that I have served in the Kentucky Legislature I
have gained the respect of both parties. This has happened
because I have taken the attitude that I represent people, not parties, and I work equally with both sides to pass legislation that will
benefit all people, not just a select few.
The experience gained as Mayor of Murray, (Ss chair of the
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation
Board, and as a member of the State Economic Development
Board enabled me to "hit the ground running" when I arrived as
a Freshman Legislator in Frankfort.
Experience and knowledge are both highly respected in
Frankfort, and I believe that I bring both to the table when negotiating with other legislators on behalf of our community. This has
enabled me to be particularly effective in gaining funding for education and for water and sewer line extension money.

VOTE

MELVIN HENLEY
STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
on November 7

Unlike many who run for public office, I am not in it -for the money
or for an ego trip. My only though is to represent the people of
Calloway County to the best of my ability, and to make sure that
we receive our fair share of state money.

I would appreciate your vote mid
•
influence for the
November 7 election.

' ATE
PAID FOR BY MELVIN HENLEY. CANDID
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'Crackpot' newspaper
columnist pens book

COUNT OPP TEN
PACES, TURN,
AND POINT.

On the cover of "Can a Democrat Get Into Heaven?",
columnist Anne Shelby is pictured in a unflinching pose
between two stacks of books. On the right
are different editions of the Bible. The pile
of reading material on the left starts with
Jon Stewart's "America," and includes writings by Michael Moore and Bill Clinton.
Sitting in the middle of the extremes with
her eyebrows raised and her mouth curved
into a slight smile, Ms. Shelby seems to be
saying to prospective readers, "Fasten your
seat belts. It's going to be a bumpy read!"
{V;
N144
Anne Shelby and her husband lived in
Constance
Lexington for about fifteen_ years before
Alexander
moving back to her family's old homeplace
on Teges Creek in Clay County. Writing
had always been part of her life, mostly poetry and children's books, and she intended to continue her work no mat•
ter where she lived. So when the opportunity to Write a
weekly column for her local paper, The Manchester
iyectCar, tr
Enterprise, surfaced, Anne eagerly accepted.
!de., •
In the introduction to her book, Shelby admits, "Maybe
writing a liberal column is not the best way to connect with
•
• of,fep.
,
a conservative community," but she goes on to confess that
she has a "not-being-able-to-keep-my-mouth-shut" thing too.
(As if the cover were not a tip-off.)
.1
)201,
Shelby classifies newspaper columnists of small . town
"))
,
.
,
1
W74.44.44,011
papers into three types: There are preachers, "society" columi.
24)
cOUrent.6.3
W 21
1°4 4erra2P C•Vink°r olallelelOonemem
nists and crackpots. She proudly places herself in the third
category, and though many of her readers agreed with that .
classification, Anne discovered there were many others who
shared her opinions but were reluctant to voice them.
She tackled topics that were seldom explored in her
hometown weekly. Women's roles, corruption in the local
political system, the war in Iraq, gay civil rights, hillbilly
plays and mountain top removal mining .were just some of
conform to that standard.
the issues she examined.
aberrant
the White House and
In the media accounts of
• In his classic, "The Abolibehavior, or impeachment. He doesn't sufFlorida Republican CongressThe results are provocative, incisive and hilarious.
call it
fer for having practiced aber- tion of Man," C.S. Lewis
man Mark Foley's resignatiop
"Can a Democrat Get Into Heaven?-. is a read-out-loud
observed three generations
kind of book. One of the essays, entitled "Lighten Up, Peofrom the House over allegal
abhorrent.
rant behavior. Few see him
ple," begins by demanding an end to the "craziness." Shelby
The antitions of sexually explicit eas having disgraced himself. • alo that we are engaged in
goes on to explain that she is talking about disagreements
a-`type of tragic-comedy:
mails between himself and
moral
Clinton takes in six ,figures
on topics of a "vaguely religious or political nature,- that
".we continue to clamour for
House pages, one frequently
wrecking
on the lecture circuit and
end up with attacks on a person's intelligence, morals or the
those very qualities we are
enjoys rock .star status wherencounters the word "disball has
"final destination of your immortal soul." .
rendering impossible. . In a ever he goes.
graced" modifying Foley's
caused
"If the Lord had wanted us to agree on everything," Anne
Cal
sort of ghastly simplicity we
name and "scandal" to
Former Congressman
enough
just
alike,
and
I
Shelby asserts, "he would have made us all
remove the
may
describe
his
behavior.
damage
Gerry
Studds
(D-MA)
to
Thomas
reckon He could have done it like that if He'd a wanted
organ and
These are moral words,
our foundahave started this decline (or
to."
demand the
. created for the purpose of
tions that •
did he merely reflect declinBoldly, she goes on to say that the Lord might have .
function. We
Studds
had
labeling
aberrant
and
abhorwhat
morality?).
remains
of
a
structure
ing
of
peoliked to shake things up by creating such a variety
• Make men
iss4affailit AiLtIbi.7111ay 'Ws
is. so,lossw mosimittabia. •.Y
rent) behavior. To Mow ilOW
ple in the world. She bolsters the argument by poinnng to
without chests
'far we have drifted from any NBC ediositive references with a 17-year-old male
the "astonishing variety of plants and animals and people
and expect of
page. Studds was censured
to God before broadcasting
and so on. It's hard to remember, but we need to bear in
sociological, not to mention
them virtue
mind that the Creator of the Universe is not 'necessarily a
by the House, but famously
"Veggie Tales," but refuses
theological. moorings, considwhite male Protestant Republican from Southeastern Kenand enterprise.
turned his back to the
er these definitions from dic- to edit Madonna's blasphetucky."
We laugh at
Speaker in an act of disretionary.com: "aberrant: depart- mous depiction of herself on
Foley'
Even the way Shelby divides her collection into sections
honour and
spect and rejection of the
a cross. These decisions are
ing from the right, normal,
is amusing. It begins with "Politics: You Scratch My Money, or usual course"; abhorrent:
are shocked to find traitors
made by the network's "stan- judgment by his colleagues.
I'll Scratch Yours," and includes others like "Religion: The
in our midst. We castrate
He refused to resign and
practices" office,
dards
and
repugnance;
"causing
Apostle Paul Never Said Anything About Women Keeping
and bid the geldings be
to
several
was
re-elected
mocks
the
words
which
Silent in the Newspaper." Individual essays are cleverly titled detestable; loathsome."
fruitful."
homosexual
more
terms.
A
remain
clearly
there
because
Normal?
Right?
to draw readers in too, such as "A Wet Week at Bible
Scandal? Disgrace? I think
organization donated $10,000
few standards to which pracDetestable? People who
Camp," "Quit Makin' Fun of the Way I Talk" and "Simple
not. Foley and others could
to his campaign.
tices may be conformed.
mock such notions ask.
Things: The Mind of George Bush."
Rep. Daniel B. Crane, (R- only be so labeled if popular
Behavior once thought
"According to whom?" Public
Kentucky writer Gurney Norman lauds Anne Shelby's
culture condemned, rather
Ill) had an affair more than
shameful is now paraded
work in his foreword to the book. He praises her as a literschools, popular culture and
than promoted, immorality.
ary artist whose wntings have attracted thousands of readers.
two decades ago with a 17editorialists' at major newspa- openly and promoted proudly
"Whether she is telling a story or arguing the Bible with
After
Oh, sorry, there I go again,
page.
year-old
female
New
books.
Former
to
sell
hammered
into
us
pers have
certain preachers whose attitudes are hard and unforgiving or
appealing to a discarded
apologizing, he said he hadJersey Democratic Governor
this aversion to trans-genera
satirizing politicians or sharing her own deep feelings about
standard.
n't violated his oath of
James McGreevey tours the
morality. They protjonal
life and love and. loss, Anne's writing reveals her great
We do laugh at honor and
office, hoped his wife and
talk show circuit. His presclaim that one person's conheart, her keen intelligence, and her down-to-earth common
forgive him
as a result we do find trai'would
children
to
quesdares
anyone
ence
definition
of
"right"
cept
and
sense."
tors in our midst. We also
and announced plans to run
tion the legitimacy of his
As election days draws closer and we are bombarded with is as valid as another permock conventions and then
dumping two wives and hav- for re-election.
son's and to assert that there
negative campaigns from all sides, "Can A Democrat Get
what
theoloare
surprised when some
We
all
have
men.
He
apolosex
with
noring
right,
one
only
one
is
Into Heaven?" is easy reading that asks some tough questake us seriously and respond
gians call a "fallen" nature
gizes for his extramarital
tions we can only answer for'ourselves.
mal and one course is to be
as, if there are none. Conand no one should judge
sexual relations and for put"judgmental" or "bigoted,"
herself)
morally
gressman Foley can look forhimself
(or
state
paypeople
on
the
considers
ting
modernity
The book is available on amazon.com, and through Barnes attitudes
ward to talk show fame and
superior to others. But that
roll that didn't belong there,
& Noble or Baker & Taylor. For more information, ,log on
a worse "sin" than the
a lbcrative book deal.
does not mean the standard
to www.EvaMedia.com/MOTES. The list price is $16.98.
hut he has no intention of
behavior that used to be
Welcome to America,
for "right" behavior should
Read Main Street online at wwwmurrayledgercom. Conchanging his behavior.
called sinful.
2006!
be eliminated simply because
tact the columnist at constancealetanderOnewwavecomm.net.
Bill Clinton has recovered
Our sophisticated age .
many appear unwilling to
from sex with an intern in
demands we not recoil at
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Obituaries
Glenn Wayne (Lee) Smith

Mrs. %Wanda G. Stubblefield

Mrs. Mary Lisette Griffith

Glenn Wayne (Lee) Smith, 41, Commerce Street, Hardin, died
Monday, Oct. 2, 2006, at 2 a.m. at his home.
He was disabled and of Baptist faith.
Preceding _him in death were his parents,
Chester Lee and Jean Tubbs Lee, and one brother, Mike (Moonie) Smith.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Donna
Hoover Smith; one daughter, Samantha Smith,
Dexter; two sisters, Mrs. Sharon Lee Riley,
Murray, and Mrs. Marilyn Chandler, Benton.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 11
a.m. at Hamlet Baptist Church Cemetery. Rev.
Smith
Robert Chandler will officiate.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Mary Luetta Gnftith, 93, Paducah, died Sunday. Oct. 1,
2006 at the Alive Hospice, Nashville, Tenn.
Retired from Lone Oak Elementary School cafeteria, she was a
former employee of Claussners Hosiery Mill. She was an active
member of Lone Oak Baptist Church and a chapter of the Order of
the Eastern Star. After her retirement, she was "Nana" to many children in Lone Oak. Her husband, Benjamin F. Griffith, and one son,
James Ralph Griffith, both preceded her in death. Born July 6, 1913,
she was the daughter of the late Barney and Ora Brockman Bowlin.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Molly J. Morales, Paducah;
one son, Michael L. Griffith and wife, Ronda, Franklin, Tenn.;
grandchildren, Kellie Griffith-Tabor and hushillscl, Dave, and
Melissa Ann Morales Norris; one 'sister, Mrs. Marie Brown,
S yinsonia.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel
'of Milner and On Funeral Home. Rev. Stan Reid and Rev. Billy
Griffith will officiate. Burial will follow in the Woodlawn Memorial
Dr. Kenneth Ray Bowman
Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral. home after 5 p.m.
Dr. Kenneth Ray Bowman, 47, Brewers Highway, Benton, died Wednesday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Alive
Sunday, Oct. I, 2006, at 7 a.m. at his home.
Hospice, 1718 Patterson St., Nashville, Tenn., 37075. Tributes may
He.joined the faculty at Murray State University's School of be left online at milnerandorncom.
Agriculture in August of 1995 Ipsi was promoted to professor for the
2006-07 academic year. He was a former recipient of the Board of Mrs. Catherine
R. Downs
Regents teaching award for the school of agriculture; co-founder
Mrs. Catherine R. Downs, 89, formerly of Melmore, Ohio, died
and co-editor of Chrysalis, the MSU Journal of Undergraduate Saturday, Sept. 30,
2006, at 7:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care,
Research; former residential college head of Springer/Franklin Murray, Ky.
College; a Roads Scholar captain; served on-the President's Salary
A homemaker, she worked 10 years for Harolds & Josephs
Equity Committee; and served as chair of the Research Policy department stores in Tiffin and Fremont, Ohio, and also for Senior
Committee. He was of Jewish faith.
Friends in Tiffin. She was a member and former Sunday teacher at
His stepfather, Bill English, preceded him in death. He was born Melmore United Methodist Church. She was married April 21,
Oct. 8, 1958, in Paducah.
1957, to John M. Downs, who died Dec.,1-3, 4974. Also preceding
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Christina Bowman,to whom,he her in death were two brothers, Jam'et E. and Carl D. Beidelschies.
Mrs.
mother,
his
S.C.;
Charleston,
in
1991,
29,
June
was married
Born Dec. 31,1916, in Wyandot County, Ohio, she was.the daughter
Janice English, Metropolis, Ill.; his father, Kenneth Hershel of the late Oscar C. and Pearl Miller Beidelschies.
Bowman and wife, Patsy, Rosebud, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Tonyi
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Janis Shultz and husband,
Ramer and husband, Kenny, Germany, and Tiffany Bowman, Edwin, Murray; five nephews, David Beidelschies, Richard
Rosebud; five brothers, Kerry Bowman and wife, Vicky, and Cory Beidelschies, Jim Beidelschies, Mike Beidelschies and Scott Shultz;
Bowman, all of Metropolis, Kevin Bowman and wife, Kathy, two nieces, Kathy Bridinger and Peg Beidelschiesi 12 great-nieces
Madison, Ala., Keith Bowman and wife, Rhonda, Mayfield, and and nephews; six great-great-nieces and nephews; three great-greatCraig Bowman, Orlando, Fla.; several nieces and nephews.
nieces and nephews.
A memorial service will be Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the chapel of
A graveside service will be Friday at II a.m. at Rock Creek
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Tim Palmer, Dr. Jim Davis and Keith Cemetery, Seneca County, Ohio. Visitation will be Thursday from 4
Bowman will officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. at Walton-Moore Funeral Home, Sycamore, Ohio.
to 6 p.m. Wednesday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Expressions of sympathy may be made to Melmore United
Project Hope Humane Society, P.O. Box 125, Metropolis,
Methodist Church. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray was in
62960.
charge of local arrangements.

Mrs. Ola Alice Travis
Mrs. Ola Alice Travis, 102, Benton, died Sunday,Oct. 1,2006, at
11:10 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital.
She was a member of Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband,
Lowell Travis; one daughter, Mrs. Mildred
Proctor; one great-grandchild; three sisters; and
four brothers. She was the daughter of the late
Tom Ross and Annie Josephine Jones Ross.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Anna
Lou Collins, Benton, and Mrs. Mavis Duncan,
Murray; two sons, Charles Travis and Donald
both of Benton; 13 grandchildren; 24
Travis,
Travis
great-grandchildren; several great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Pilbeck-Cann & King Funeal Home, Benton. Rev. Mark Titweatt
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Benton Cemetery. Visitation
will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

The funeral for Mrs. Youlanda G. Stubblefield was Monday at I
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Ronny
Stubblefield, Aaron Pugh,Terry Stubblefield, Harold Cates and Will
T. Winchester officiated. Mark Pugh was song leader.
Active pallbearers were Wes Stubblefield, Russell Stubblefield, •
Laura Stubblefield, David Stubblefield, Jonathan Stubblefield,
Aaron Pugh, Adam Pugh and Amanda Detherage. Honorary pallbearers were Darrell and Virginia Mathis, Terry and Karen Housderi,
Carter and Maritta Oliver, Alan and Martha Lovett, Junior "id
Sandry Ray, Marion Holt, Edith Bucy, Rut* and Rose Coleman,
Jeremiah and Amber Tatum and Betty Osborn. kturial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Stubblefield, 74, Hazel, died Saturday. Sept. 30, 2006, at
10:20 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. A homemaker, she was a member of Bethleham Church of Christ in Henry County, Tenn.
Born April 2, 1932, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of;
the late Crawford McClure and Opal Phelps McClure. Also preceding her in death were one grandson, Eric Pugh, and two brothers,
Charles and Edward McClure.
Survivors include her husband, Ewing J. Stubblefield, to whom.
she was married July 22, 1950, in Murray; one daughter, Mrs. Linda.
Stubblefield Pugh and husband, Mark, Corpus Christi, Texas; two.
sons, Ronny Stubblefield and wife, Cindy, Slaughters, and Dr. Terry:
Stubblefield and wife, Deborah, Collierville, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.:
Sarah Wyatt, Murray, and Mrs. Nancy Winchester and husband, Will,
T., Marion, N.C.; sister-in-law, Mrs. Janice Cates, Nashville, Tenn.;
eight grandchildren, Wes, Russell, Laura, David and Jonathan"
Stubblefield, Aaron and Adam Pugh, and Amanda Detherage; three
great-grandchildren, Laura Brittain, and Peyton and Miller.
Stubblefield; best friend, Mrs. Lillian Steele, Murray.

Mrs. Edith M. Nanny

A graveside service for Mrs. Edith M. Nanny was Monday at
2:30 p.m. at the Farmington Cemetery. Bro. Amos Allen officiated.
Pallbearers were grandsons, Brian and Jonathon Turner, Donnie.
Cope, Justin, Jacob and Callon Nanny, Jeremy and Brent Madding,
and Scott Burch.
Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield was in charge of arrangement.
Mrs. Nanny, 87, Farmington, died Saturday. Sept. 30, 2006, at
8:30 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield. A homemaker, she was of Church of Christ faith.
Her husband, Vernon Nanny; one son, Donald Nanny; one granddaughter, Pana Baldwin; two sisters, Pauline Richardson and
Lorraine Geib; and one brother, Ira Smith, all preceded her in death.
She was the daughter of the late Sidney and Esther Cochrum Smith.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Mary Nell Turner and
husband, Gene, Mayfield, Mrs. Carol Cope and husband, Joe.
Farmington, and Mrs. Claudia Siza and husband, Gilmar. Sedalia;
•
Howard Armstrong
sons, Keith Nanny and wife. Anita, and David Nanny and wife,
two
11
at
(Tuesday)
today
was
Armstrong
Howard
for
funeral
The
a.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner & On Funeral HOme. Rev. Pam, all of Mayfield; one brother, Tomas Smith, Coldwater; 10
Glenn Armstrong officiated. Entombment was in the Woodlawn grandchildren; five stepgrandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
Memorial Gardens Mausoleum.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lions Mrs. Reva Nell Sins
The funeral for Mrs. Reva Nell Sins was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
Club Telethon of Stars, P.O. Box 1416, Paducah, Ky.,
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. George Culp and Waid •
42002-1416.
Mr. Armstrong, 86, Paducah, died Sunday, Oct. 1, Copeland officiated. Burial was in the Union Ridge Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be Made to Union Ridge Baptist
2006, at 6:50 a.m. at Parkview Nursing and Rehab
Center, Paducah. A retired welder from Martin Marietta, he served Church Building Fund, 1014 Union Ridge Road, Benton, Ky.,
in the United States Army in World War II. He was a member of 42025.
Mrs. Sins, 82, Union Ridge Road, Benton, died Friday, Sept. 29.
Lone Oak First Baptist Church.
at 9 p.m. at Marshall County HOspital, Benton. A homemak2006,
Elon
late
the
of
son
the
was
he
County,
Born in Calloway
Armstrong and Lydia (Brownie) Armstrong. One sister also preced- er, she was a member of Union Ridge Baptist Church.
Her husband, Doyle Sins, one son, Donnie Sirls, and one greated him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Futrell Armstrong, to grandchild, all preceded her in death. She was•the daughter of the
whom he had been manned for 57 years; one daughter, Mrs. Terri late Kara Soon and Irene Williams Scott Survivors include One son..
Waldridge, Ba)okport, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Eva Tucker and husband, Jerry Sirls, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Ruth.Trimble, and two brothers,.
Artell. Murray; one brother, Rev. Glenn Armstrong, Beaver Dam; Gene Scott and?loe Scott, all of Michigan; eight grandchildren; five
great-grandchiYdren.
one grandson, Cole Waldridge.

GOP leaders deny they should have done more about Foley e-mails
WASHINGTON (AP) —
House Speaker Dennis Hastert
and other GOP leaders are dismissing s_uggestions that they
should have done more to investigate an e-mail from Rep. Mark
Foley to a former teenage page
that had raised A "red flag" with
the boy's parents and his congressional sponsor.
Hastert
a
rejected
call by a
leading conservative
newspaper
he
that
a
resign,
spokesman
said today.
"The
Foley
speaker has
and will lead the Republican
conference to another majority
in the 110th Congress." said
Ron
spokesman
Hastert
Bonjean.
Hastert said his top aides and
Rep. John Shimkus, a fellow
Illinois Republican overseeing
the page program, acted appropriately by trying to resolve the
matter as an internal GOP problem rather than mounting a more
formal investigation that would
have involved Democrats.
With their party having been
left out of that discussion,
Democrats criticized Hastert
and other Republicans, referring
at times to the GOP handling of
the affair as a cover-up intended
to protect their. congressional
power. The scandal, breaking
just five weeks before the
put
elections,
November
Republicans on the defensive on
an unexpected front.
The Washington limes, one
of the most reliably conservative
voices in the nation's capital.
called for Hastert. R-III., to
-resign his speakership at once"
for not doing enough to investigate questions about Foley's emails.
"Either he was grossly negligent for not taking the red flags
fully into account and ordering a
swift investigation, for not even
remembering the order of events
leading up to last week's revelations, or he deliberately looked

the other way in hopes that a
brewing scandal would simply
blow away," The Times' editors
wrote in Tuesday's editions.
"Mr. Hastert has forfeited the
confidence of the public and his
party, and he cannot preside
over the necessary coming
investigation, an investigation
that must examine his own inept
performance," The limes said.
Hasten's
Bonjean,
spokesman, said Tuesday that
the speaker is "working every
day on ensuring the House is a
safe, productive environment for
members, staff and all those
who are employed'by the institution."
reporters
with
Meeting
Monday. Hastert said his aides
and Rep. Rodney Alexander, RLa., heeded the wishes of the
parents of the former House
page, who wanted such questionable e-mails to stop but didn't want the matter pursued.
Shimkus and the House clerk
told Foley last fall to cut off all
communication with the former
page, who lived in Louisiana.
Hasten says neither Shimkus
nor his own aides saw the 2005
e-mail, noting that it was'far less
sexually explicit than the electronic messages that ABC News
revealed last week.
"There wasn't much there
other than a friendly inquiry,"
Hasten said of the 2005 message
from Foley. R-Fla., described as
"sick". tiy the boy. The message
asked for a photograph and mentioned a different teen who was
in "great shape."
Hasten said neither he nor
other GOP leaders were aware
until last Friday of the reportedly far more lurid computer
exchanges two years earlier
between the Florida Republican
and another page. He urged anyone with sexually graphic emails that preceded Foley's resignation to contact authorities.
Foley's attorney. David Roth.
told a news conference in West
-Palm Beach. Fla.. on Monday
that Foley was "absolutely. positively not a pedophile" and had
never had inappropriate sexual
contact with a minor.
ABC News repotted that Its

initial report prompted another
former page to come forward
with a graphic e-mail. Hasten
said he does not recall being told
last spring by Rep. Tom
Reynolds, the House GOP campaign chairman, about the questionable e-mail, but he doesn't
dispute Reynolds' account.
"I don't think I went wrong at
all," Reynolds said at a Monday
evening news conference in his
western New York district, surrounding himself with about 30
children and about as many parents. "I don't know what else I
could have done."
Shimkus, appearing with
Hastert, said new measures
would be implemented to keep
pages safe, including a toll-free
hotline for pages, former pages
and families to report any inci-

dents confidentially.
ABC News reported instant
messages between Foley and a
San Diego teenager who suggested he was uncomfortable in
an exchange discussing dinner
plans for when the boy was to
come to Washington.
"and then what happens,"
Foley messaged at one point.
"I have the feeling that you
are fishing here ... im not sure
what I would be comfortable
with ... well see," the teen
replied. Democrats contended
that the matter should have been
brought to the attention of the
page board or the House Ethics
Committee. The FBI has begun
an inquiry into Foley's computer
contact with pages, and Hasten
wrote a letter to Florida Gov. Jeb
Bush asking for an investigation

into whether state laws were
broken. The St. Petersburg
limes and The Miami Herald,
which had been given copies of
the e-mail with the Louisiana
boy last year, defended their
decisions not to run stories.
"Given the potentially devas-

tating impact that a false suggestion of pedophilia could have on
anyone, not to mention a con:
gressman known to be gay, and
lacking any corroborating information, we chose not to do a.
story," said Tom Fiedler, executive editor of the Herald.

Prehook Your Holiday

Decorating During October
di Receive 1O.OFF!

"STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854

You own your TV, your stereo, your books, your
computer, your furniture. Make sure you protect
your possessions, even though you rent your home
Call us today and ask about renter's insurance

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033
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COMMUNITY
Habitat for Humanity chapter
will sponsor golf scramble

Red Cross
will offer
Oct. classes

Jeep.
For more information or to enter the
scramble, contact Chuck Hulick at 7530323.

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Angel Alerts issued

Three Angel Alerts have been issued by
•
the Calloway County Family Resource Cen•.
mothsingle
'A
refrigerator.
ter. A family needs a standard size
springs;
er of two needs two twin beds with mattresses and box
Anyand another single mother needa- nood mechanical car.
center
one having any of these to donate is asked to call the
at 762-7333.
Photo provided

HOSPICE COUNCIL: Pictured are meMbers of the Hospice Advisory Council, from left,
standing: Rev. Kerry Lambert, Nannette Durham, Cindy Ragsdale, Jimmie Joyce, Judy
Eldredge, Dr. Bill Giese, Bro. John Dale. seated, Kaye Clark, Vicky Holton, Sharon Myatt,
Dr. Ruth Cole and Dr. Sandra Parks. The council discussed plans and duties of the Hospice
Work on Sept. 18 and it was reported that professional staff and volunteers were currently
serving 21 families. Hospice depends heavily on volunteers to assist families, work in the
office and with fundraisers and other events, but these volunteers must have a 15-hour training course before becoming a volunteer which is usually offered twice a year.
•

Aurora Country Festival to be held
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
AURORA, Ky. — The 29th
annual Aurora Country Festival will be held Friday through
Sunday. Oct. 6-8, from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on U.S. 68, near
Kenlake State Resort Park. •
Sponsored by the JonathanAurora Action Committee, the
annual event draws thousands
of residents to Marshall County for the fall celebration.
Numerous activities are once
again scheduled for the weekend. Events include, arts and
crafts, craft demonstrations, a
flea market, sorghum cooking,
bingo, pony rides and numerous kids' activities.
A gigantic parade will be
held ,at I p.m. on Oct. 7. A
talent contest will be held during the eveimig on Friday. Oct.
6.
"The Aurora Country Festival is one of a standing tradition of the Arts and Crafts

of Kentucky and its region.
From sorghum making to chainsaw carving, hand craftsmanship is what the festival is all
about. The children's area will
focus on educating and entertaining youngsters with issues
from water safety to fire safety. Local musical talent will
entertain folks as they browse
the many vendors and their
wares, or as they sit a spell
to munch and try their luck
at the bingo tent. The event
starts Friday. but is kicked off
with the parade on Saturday.
Antique cars, trucks, tractors.
and horse drawn wagons can
be seen on the streets with
residents tossing sweets to the
on-lookers," commented a JA/NC spokesperson.
According, to ,Ross•
branch manager/loan officer at
the Bank of Benton location
in. Aurora and J-AAC festival.
president, this year's celebration promises to be bigger and
better than ever. "We have lots

date
MCMA announces correctedapologizes

for the
The Murray Civic Music Association
confirst
the
for
announced
date
incorrect
inconvenience of an
cert of its 48th season. The concert for "Night and Day - The
Best of Cole Porter" will be Tuesday, Oct. 17. at 7:30 p.m.
at Murray State University Lovett auditorium. This will feature Nancy Fox, soprano, William Thorpe, baritone, and William
Merrill, piano. For more information call Dr. Sally DuFord at
753-4446.

Johnson will visit here Wednesday

Rick Johnson, who is running against Bill Cunningham for
Kentucky Supreme Court, will be at the Weaks Community
Center from 4 to 6 p.m. Wednesday for a meet-and-greet event.
The event is sponsored by Dardanella Durham, Glenn and
Aleisha Fritts, David and Patricia Harriington, Rick and Adam
Lainkin, David and Camela Ramey, Paul and Virginia Randolph and Jack and Janice Rose. Hot dogs: chili, desserts and
soft drinks will be provided. For more information call David
Ramey at • 227-5992.

of activities again planned for
the entire family, including the
always-popular crafts, demonstrations and vendors. There will
also be•a talent contest- On Friday night with cash prize'."
He said the parade will be
a major draw for area resiBethany Church plans revival
dents. "With elections coming
Bethany Baptist Church at New Concord will have revival •..•
up this year, the parade looks
services starting Wednesday _and continuing through Sunday.
to have lots of entries for
Bro. Kenneth Newsom, evangelist, will speak at 7:30 p.m.
everyone to enjoy," he noted.
Wednesday through Saturday and at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m., on
Claboni said he is expect- Sunday. For information or transportation call Bro. David Cuning this year's celebration to ningam, pastor, at 436-5243.
be an exciting time for every•
one ,attending. "Hopefully the MHS Soccer teams plan banquet
weather will be perfect and
Murray 'High School Boys and Girls soccer teams will have
residents will finds lots of a banquet on Monday. Nov. 6, at 6:30 p.m. on the third floor
activities to enjoy," he added. of Murray State University Curris Center. Tickets at $13 per
Parking is free throughout person can be purchased through Oct. 30 by calling the MHS
the community and admission office at 753-5202. Lori Crouch at 809-3964 or Belinda Peeis also free.
. hies„a4 7534802.
Mal:Zr; said residents can
find more information about After School registrations planned
the festival, or to volunteer to
Regiostration for Murray Elementary P3 and P4 students for
help with some aspect of the after school Spanish and for Murray Middle grades 4-6 for
event, by telephoning (270) after school French will be Wednesday and Thursday from 3
703-6060 or (270) 436-2399.
to 5 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education, 208 S. 13th St.
Classes will begin the first Thursday after fall break.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at the club house to leave for a "Fall
Color and Decor with Luncheon" at Ami Grimm's of Lone
Oak. The luncheon cost will be $15. A collection for CARE
will be taken.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has listed the following items needed this week
to fill the sacks for the clients. They include self-rising corn
meal, self-rising flour, canned meat, dried beans, green beans,
instant potatoes and cereal for the pantry; eggs for cooler/freezer; dish liquid and bleach for personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies; large brown paper bags. These may be taken to Need
Line. 638 .S. Fourth St., Murray, between the hours of 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m.. Monday through Friday. For information call 7536333.

Dexter Clothes Closet open Thursday
The Clothes Closet will be open on the first and third
Thursdays from 8 a.m. to noon at Dexter Baptist Church. For
information call Linda Young. coordinator, at 437-4890.

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

See Page7A

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Meet and Greet
Come for supper and get to know
a judge you can be proud of
What:
Where:
When:

FMLE Chili and
Hot Dog Supper
Weaks Community
Center
Wednesday, Oct. 4
4-6 p.m.
Dardanella Durham
Glenn & Aleisha Fritts
David & Patricia Harrington
Rick & Adam Lainkin
David & Camela Ramey
Paul & Virginia Randolph
Jock & Janice Ross
InvIto you to join them!
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GARDEN DEPARTMENT:
Kelly Jackson, pictured right.
extension agent for Christian
County presented a program
and
"Planting
on
Safeguarding Bulbs" at a
meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Hosteses.
top photo, from left were
Margaret
Jane
Cathey,
Taylor, Jan Ochoa, Peggy
Carol
and
Nieschlag
WimberIV.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray,- next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Laker Band Boosters will meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet today at
5:30 p.m. in the Calloway County High School band room.
Middle and high school parents and all Interested persons are
invited.

Volunteer training planned
Murray City Schools' October volunteer training will be
today at 3:30 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education, 208 S.
13th St. Anyone planning to volunteer during the year should
come to this training. It will cover volunteering at Murray
Elementary. Murray Middle and. Murray High Schools.

HOME-AUTO
INSURANCE
Commission Rate
When Selling Your Home!

House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County
(I.I.IOR \ 1)101E

753-4703

1
511

7.2
.*X`

The Calloway County Chapter Of American Red Cross
• will be offering several classes_ to the public during the
'month of October.
Miring the week. of October. 2-6, the Red Cross and
the Center for Health & Wellness will be offering both the
Learn-to-Swim Level 2 and
Level 3'classes. These classes will be from 7 p.m. to 8
p.M._ Cost is $45 per student,.
In Lever 2, the pre-requisites are having 'passed the
Learn to Swim Level I class
td be at least 45 inches tall.
In. this class, students will
expand on fundamental aquatic. locometien and safety skills.
Learn to Swim Level 3
.classes will be offered Oct.
16-20. In Learn to Swim Level
3, also known as stroke readiness, students will learq to
increase swimming skill competency and pi-lc:nee:safety and
non-swimming rescue skills.
In Level 3, the pre-requisites
are having passed the Learn
to Swim Level 2 class and be
at least 45 inches tall.
Additionally, the chapter will
be offering the GuardStart: Lifeguarding Tomorrow class for
those ages 11-14 the week of
Oct. 23-27 from 7 to 9 p.m.
The cost is $85 and is perfect
for those interested in becoming a lifeguard in the future.
Those that take this class
learn the following: Prevention of aquatic accidents; Fitness and swimming skills;
Response in an emergency;
Leadership Skills; and Professionalism of a lifeguard
The Red Cross Chapter and
the Center for Health & Wellness will offer a Basic Aid
Training class for students in
'grades 3 through 5 (ages 8 to
10) on Tuesday. Oct. 9, from
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Center „Jur Health & Wellness
students in the class learn
emergency response skills, rescue breathing. and ways to
prevents and care for choking,
wounds, nosebleeds, falls, and
animal bites. Lessons include
responses for fire safety. poisoning, water accidents, 'substance abuse and more.
Participants in the class
receive a workbook to take
home which includes colonng.
puzzles, mazes, and word
games. The Rescue Kids video
shown during the class also
reinforces the BAT lessons and
helps address a variety of learning styles. Cost for the class
is $25 and includes lunch. Preregistration is required and class
spaCe is. limited.
s
Annther course offered will
he Babysitter's • Training on
Thursday. Oct. 12 and Friday.
Oct. 13 at the Center for Health
& Wellness at Mumay-Calloway
County Hospital. The class will
be from 8 a.m. to noon pacIr
day and is recommended for
those ages II to 15 years of
age.
eight-hour
During
this
course, participants will learn
the ,following: Identify common safety hazards. prevent

The Murray-Calloway County Habitat for
Humanity will sponsor a 4-person golf scramMiller
ble on Friday at 1 p.m. at the
Course.
Memorial Golf
The cost, $50 per person, will cover
greens fees and a cart. Prizes will be awarded including a Jeff Compass for a hole-in
one, sponsored by Cain's_ Chrysler Dodge

COMMUNITY
Miles recognized as Above and Beyond Employee

Murray Ledger & Times

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is pleased to recognize Mr. Brett Miles, Radiation Therapist at the Regional
Cancer Center, for receiving
an Above and Beyond Award
through the Journey to Excellence program at the hospital.
Miles was nominated for the
Above and Beyond Award by
a patient for coming in at 5:00
a.m. for nearly three months
to deliver the potentially lifesaving irradiation. This particular gentleman could not be
treated during the usual business hours, due to the limitations of his job that required
his presence on the assembly
line for often 10-12 hours daily.
Miles went the extra distance
by rising early every morning
to give this patient his treatment before he went to work.
"I don't feel this is going
Above & Beyond," said Miles.
"It was just the right thing to
do."
Miles has worked MCCH
for 17 years. He is married
to Leslie andkthey have two
daughters: Kelly and Brittany.
He also has one granddaughter, Mylee Grace. He is also
the pastor of Northside Baptist Church, and in his 'spare
time' he referees college basketball.
"The dedication of the
MCCH Cancer Center staff, lead
by Brother Miles, our Clinic
Manager, is clearly exemplary'," Dr. Giese noted. "We hear
from patients daily how much
they appreciate the genuine caring and special treatment they
receive from this dedicated
team. "I can think of no one
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Special 4-H events are
planned for this week
The 4.H Knit Pickers held
an organizational meeting
Monday from 3:30 to 4:30
p.m. at Glendale Place.
Other meetings will be
held Oct.
16 and 28.
In November through
March, the
club will
meet on
the second
and fourth
Mondays.
Members
Extension in this
Notes
club need
By
to attend
Ginny Harper at least
Calloway
one of the
County Agent meetings in
for 4-H/Youth October.
Development
This is
National 4H Week and there will be
activities daily to celebrate
the week:
On Monday the youth
created a display for the
library and took a fruit basket for the businesses that
helped with the 4-H program.
Today (Tuesday) will be
Pumpkin Painting and Park
Cleaning from 3:50 to 5:30
p.m. at the Courthouse Pavilion of the Central Park with
a light supper of hot dogs.
On Wednesday, 4-H Officer and Member Orientation
will be at the Calloway
County Public Library form
3:30 to 4:45 p.m. All inter-

r

Photo provided
Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently recognized Br
Miles, radiation therapist at the
Regional Cancer Center with an Above and Beyond Award ctured from left to nght are Janie
Nance, radiation therapy nurse; John Rebuck, Director of Radiology and Radiation Oncology;
Miles; Dr. Bill Giese, radiation oncologist; Anne Policastri, VP of Support Services; Keith
Bailey, CEO; Keith Travis, VP of Human Resources, and Sandy Taylor, Cancer Center employee.
more deserving of this type
recognition!"
The Journey to Excellence
program at MCCH provides
the opportunity for guests,
patients, and employees to recognize MCCH employees for
any good deed, big or small,

by completing a card describing the deed or act done. Those
deeds or acts that result in
positive guest relations, fulfills
one or more of the hospital's
values: "Moving forward with
compassion,confidentiality, and
honesty built upon respect and

teamwork," and goes above
and beyond required job duties,
will be reviewed and recognized by MCCH. Cards to
nominate employees for going
"Above and Beyond" are available at the hospital and offsite facilities.

ested club members are
encouraged to attend.
The County 4-H Council
will meet Thursday from 4
to 5 p.m. at the Extension
office. Youth and adults are
welcome.
On Saturday the Calloway
County 4-H Program will
march in the Hazel 'Day
Parade. Youth may bring
candy or items to share with
the crowd. We will line up
at the Hazel Cemetery at
noon to march. It will be
fun.
Please call the Calloway
County Extension office at
753-1452 if you have questions and to sign up for he
events listed.
The Calloway County 4-H
Progratn is a part Of the
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service and
is located at 310 S. Fourth
St. The phone number is
75371452. The Calloway
County 4-H Council is a
Murray Calloway COunty
United Way Agency..
Educational Programs of
the University of Kentucky
serve all people regardless
of race, color, age, sex, religion, disability or national
origin. Disabilities accommodated with prior notification.

SUBSCRIBE
Call 753-1916

•Red Cross ...
From Page 6A
injuries and handle emergencies and illnesses; Make responsible decisions; Communicate
well with parents Perform basic
care such as diapering, feeding and dressing; Find and interview for baby-sitting jobs.
The $40 coarse fee includes
the Babysitter's Handbook, and
a Baby,sitter's First Aid and
Safety Kit (includes emergency
pad, bandages, gloves, flashlight
and sports bag).
Caring for a parent, spouse
or friend in a home setting,
ensuring a safe environment and
providing even the most basic
care can be overwhelming.
With its Family Caregiving program, the Red Cross aims to
extend a helping hand and foster a network of support for
millions who find themselves
in what can be a challenging
but very necessary position.
Here in Murray, Family
Caregiving is the newest addition to the Calloway County
Chapter's programs dedicated to
helping citizens in Calloway
County prevent, prepare for
and respond to tragedy, disasters and.emergencies.
According to the National
Alliance for Caregiving. there
are more than 22 million caregivers in the United States.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health &
Wellness is excited to partner
with the American Red Cross
to offer this learning opportunity.
The American -Red Cross
Family Caregiving program
consists of six modules which
will be offered the following
months: Healthy Eating, Oct.
10, 2006; Caring for Loved
One with Alzheimer's Disease
or Dementia, Nov. 14, 2006;
Legal and Financial Resources,
Jan. 9, 2007; Family Caregiving: Home Safety, Feb. 14,
2007; Positioning and H .ping
Your Loved One Move. larch
14, 2007.
For each module completed, participants receive an "Has
Attended" certificate and a corresponding booklet. A corresponding video in DVD or
VHS version is also available.
All courses will be at the Center for Health & Wellness.
offered the second Tuesday of
each month from 4 to 5 p.m.
The cost is $5 per module or

$25 for all six modules. Preregistration is required by calling 753-1348.
The Red Cross Chapter will
offer its monthly Second Saturday First Aid and CPR course
on Oct. 14 from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library in Murray.
Course fee is $50 which
includes all books and materials, and certifications in Adult,
Child, and Infant CPR, as well
as First 'Aid.
The Chapter and the Center for Health & Wellness are
once again planning to offer
the Safe Baby Presentation, a
non-certified orientation to
infant CPR, to the community. The class will be at the
Center for Health & Wellness
on Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 11 a.m.
Led by a certified Red Cross
CPR instructor, the approximately one hour session costs
$15 per person or $17 per participant if utilizing the babysitting service, KidZone.
Targeted to parents, caregivers and other family members, the "Safe Baby Presentation" is ideal for those interested in learning infant CPR.
but who do not need detailed
information or certification for
official purposes such as a
work or volunteer position
requirement.
The interactive session
includes hands-on instruction
and skills practice with infant
mannequins. Caring for a choking infant is also covered and
participants receive a "has completed" certificate at the end.
In addition, instructors refer
to, and leave behind the "American Red Cross First Aid and
Preparedness Booklet," a handy
guide for refreshing and
expanding knowledge.
Pre-registration is required
for all classes. For more information on pre-registering or
upcoming classes, contact the
Calloway County chapter at
753-1421, or e-mail at cal
lowayredcrossrg murray-ky.net

A retired
husband is
often a wife's
full-time job.
-Ella Hams

SALE

ONE DAY

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4 ONLY
MISSES

MISSES

MISSES

Activewear
ENTIRE STOCK
Reg $34-$44

Rafaella
Knit Tops
Reg S29

DESIGNER
Select Sportswear
Reg to $89

JUNIORS

HANDBAGS

MISSES

Hooded
Sweaters
Reg 538

Brand Name
Selected Styles
Reg to $189

Jeanne PierreRibbed Turtleneck
Reg $48

MENS

JUNIORS

MISSES

Alexander Jullian
Shirt 8 Tie Set
Reg $49 95

Peace Frog
Tees& Swealsheis
Reg 528-542

Checkbook
Covers & Wallets
Reg to $32

MISSES

JUNIORS

"2-fer" Swede'
NOT New Look
Several Colors
Reg. $34

Knit Tops
Long Sleeve
Henheys
Reg to $24

YOUNG MENS

MENS

MENS

Denim Jeans
Select Styles
Reg 548-568

IZOD
ENTIRE STOCK
Reg to $49 50

COLUMBIA
Polar Fleece
Reg $45

BOYS & GIRLS

YOUNG MENS

Jeans
Boys(4-20)Gets(4.16)
Reg 534-549 50

Outerwear
Several Styles
Reg $72

MENS
GIORGIO

Shoppes of

Slacks
()rig $39 99

h r
es

Murraydcxwcx

Home •Auto•Manufactured Home•Insurance available in city or county

Jerry Don Walker
A ApprOosef
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MUSIC-MANIA: North Calloway County Elementary School's
fifth grade Music Mania students recently enjoyed practicing
on xylophones a piece called "Thump," by Walt Hampton.
Hampton's composition is geared for elementary-age stu- •
dents and displays his interest in Zimbabwean music. North
Elementary fifth graders can choose to join MANIA (Music at
North in Action), and music teacher Tracy Leslie said, "I am
very proud of our fifth grade MAINA students. They are a fine
group of young musicians and we are, off to a great beginning
this year."

FLAG PRESENTATION: Woodmen of the World representatives recently visited Murray Middle School to present a desk
flag for the office. The pledge to the flag is led by students
every morning at MMS.Pictured from left are, Woodmen representatives Ann Spann, Linda Fain, Lexie Fain and Hunter
Winebarger. Accepting the flag for MMS are Audrey Kellett,
student, Tracy Guge, MMS Resource Officer, and Chris
Bowman, assistant principal.

STAYING HEALTHY: Students at Murray Middle School are
getting smarter every day by using new technology in the
classroom. Ang, Greenfield, health and P.E. teacher at MMS,
uses the Bmart board in the computer lab to help the sixth
grade students learn more about becoming fit and staying
healthy in a fun way. Students chose topics to write about and
then presented their findings to their classmates via the Smart
Board. Pictured are Chloe Farris, left, and Mackenzie Downey
showing classmates how being in sports keeps them healthy.

PERSONAL
Daughter of the late C.R. and Rebecca Avery
Active Member of Westside Baptisrurch
Certified Foster Parent
Past Winner of DAR Good Citizen of the Year Award

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Paralegal for 28 years
Former President, Kentucky Division of Professional
Secretaries International(now IMP)
Certified Professional Secretary

LEADERSHIP
Calloway County School Board since 2000
Calloway County Humane Society
Calloway County High School Alumni Association
Vice President of the Character Counts Coalition

Photo Provided

Photo Provided

ENJOYING
READING:
Students
in
Michele
andegan's fourth grade
class at Murray Middle
School enjoy reading and
taking tests on accelerated
reader books. John Koelsch
likes to use technology and
enjoys using the computer to
take tests on the books he
reads. He is shown taking an
AR test on the computer.

AtIERY
CALLO WAY
CIRCUIT CLERK

EXPANDED OFFICE HOURS - Linda Avery believes the Clerk's office should be open
when its convenient for you. not just when ifs convenient for the clerk
RESTORE TRUST - The Clerk's office handles important documents Linda Avery is
someone we can trust with our records
ELIMINATE WASTE. The Clerk's office can be run more efficiently. Linda Avery
knows hoW

www.averyforcircuitclerk.corn

KEEPING AT: Shae Butler recently visited with Murray
Middle School fourth grade sti4dents to,eecoureetitaCo
keep fit. Students have been exposed to veriotplypes of
exercise programs during the class study on Living Healthy.
Butler shared her expertise in practicing yoga to keep bodies
and minds in shape. Pictured above, Quellie Allen, a fourth
grade student in Ms. Megan Jones classroom, gets help from
Butler.

Woody, the Kentucky wiener dog, his slater Chloe, end their
human parents travel around the state. Follow along on this
great adventure every Tuesday for this 10-part story, written
by Leigh Anne Florence and illustrated by James Asher.

CHAPTER 4
"Really. Chloe, your hair looks great!"

Photo Provided

LEARNING ABOUT TRUCK DRIVING: Reading and literature are very important skills for fourth grade students at
Murray Middle School. The students are -reading the book
"Dear Mr. Henshaw." The father in the story is a truck driver,
so according to Sherri Bazzelt, fourth grade teacher, "What
better way to bnng the story of the book to students than to
bring a semi-truck and driver for the students to make the
connection." Joan Hayman checked with PLT and they sent
Lonnie Davis, truck driver, to Murray Middle School.Each student walked through the big semi and were surpnsed to find
a bed and TV Mr Davis brought key chains and pencils for
all the children Pictured above, Joan Hayman, fourth grade
teacher, helps Bailey Kennedy in Ms. Hayman's fourth grade
class, as she exits the truck from PTL.

Hi Woody readers! Chloe asked me how her hair looked
when she took off her helmet. I assured her she was beautiful! Why the helmet? We had our first ride on a motorcycle
in a, sidecar, to be more specific. Chloe and I encourage
you to wear a helmet when you're rollerblading, riding a bike
or a motorcycle.
Last week, the Belle of Louisville took us from West Point
to Henderson, a beautiful town on the Ohio River. It's jknown
for several important people, including John James Anclubon.
Though born in Haiti. Mr. Audubon lived in Hende •*n for
years. An artist and ornithologist (a person who studies birds),
he painted many birds. In fict .he even has a park named
after him, the John James Audubon State Park, one of 49
state parks in Kentucky. Speaking of milts, we loved Atkinson Park, a park in Henderson. It had swings and slides, and
plenty of grass to romp on. It also had a scenic river walk,
a I.2-mile trail. Dad asked Chloe and me if we wanted to
check it out. I was uns'ute-, but Mom reminded us we had
been doing sit-ups. push-ups and leg-lifts. We were up for the
challenge! Looking at the high water of the Ohio River helped
pass the time. We learned on our last Bluegrass tour that
Kentucky hat more miles of running water than any other
state, except Alaska. A person could travel more than 1,100
miles .in Kentucky on waterways alone. We saw animals on
our journey - cardinals, gray squirrels and viceroy butterflies.
The sights made the trail go by quickly. We were tired and
thirsty when we finished, but we made it! I realized my exercise program was helping me get stronger by the day!
We were celebrating with an ice cold PUPsicle when we leather jackets. Anyway, Mom helped me climb in the sidesaw two motorcycles approaching. We watched as the nders car Of Betty's motorcycle, while Dad helped Chloe. Sitting in
climbed off their bikes and stretched their legs. They were the sidecar. I noticed that Sam had a drawing on his' aim. I
dressed in leather coats, boots, sunglasses and helmets. We asked what it was. Mom said it was a tattoo. My wheels
could tell they knew us before they spoke. "Hey Woody, hi started turning. Maybe Mommy would let me get a tattoo of
Chloe." they said. We barked back. They introduced them- Scooby Doe on my paw. Win must have read my thoughts
selves as Sam and Betty from Sturgis, Kentucky. Chloe and because before I could say a word she said, "Dogwood, don't
I knew exactly how we knew them. We met at the West Ken- even go there!"
tucky Book Expo in Sturgis. Chloe and I love signing our
We left Henderson and headed south on Highway 41. We
books at the annual Expo in October. Sturgis is known for were enjoying the sights and the wind blowing against our
many things - two of which are the Expo and the Little Stur- faces. We had traveled slowly through the towns of Slaughgis Motorcycle Rally, the largest in the state. Sam and Betty ters and Hanson. and just as we were leaving Madisonville,
told us they participated in the rally and especially loved rid- we heard sirens and saw a police car motioning for us to pull
ing the - back roads of Kentucky. With that. I got an ideal. I over. My heart was racing! Would this be the end of our
asked if they could take us farther on. our tour. They were tour?
delighted! Sam said the motorcycles had sidecars and we
Find out next time. Wear a helmet when you ride your
could ride in them. They promised to drive slowly. I was bicycle, rollerblades or skateboard. Work and dream like a
relieved_ I'm a scaredy-cat when it comes to riding motorcy- Big Dog!
cles. Mom asked about helmets. Betty assured us'they always
earned extras and we could use them. Chloe and I put on
This program sponsored by LG&E & KU, both l.011 comour helmets and our cool sunglasses Too bad we didn't have panies, and KPA.
Don't miss Chapter 5 Tuesday, October 10 For online questions and Internet activities go to www.kypress com

We CARE AT NORTH: The students pictured recently
received a certificate for being selected the most caring students in their classrooms at Calloway County's North
Elementary School, according to Jennifer Underhill, Assistant
for Guidance and Instruction, at the school
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Racer
linksters in
good postion
after one day YANKEES, METS LOOKING FOR
RIDE TO SUBWAY SERIES
msu trails TTU ByQUICK
MIKE FITZPATRICK

New York takes center stage

by one shot

rt

.2. ••14

By MSU Media Relations
Warm, breezy and dry conditions greeted 12 visiting
schools Monday morning at the
Murray State Invitational, held
at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
The Racers' annual event
called for 36 holes to be played
the first day.
Murray State is right in the
thick of the title battle after
rebounding from a poor morning round with a 286 in the
afternoon round. The Racers
were slow out of the gate in
Round I with a team total 291,
a first round that featured no
MSU player under par.
Murray's two-round total of
577 puts it in second place —
only one shot behind leader Tennessee Tech, which posted a
score of 576.
Indianapolis is the third
member of a group of five
teams within six shots of the
lead with 18 holes to play
today. Indy fired a total score
:of 578. Tennessee State is in
fourth with a score of 581,
with Northern Iowa in fifth
with a score of 582.
•
The field of 82 is competing on a front nine that fea!tures only one par-5, the 8th
hole and par of 35. The Miller
back nine plays to a par 36.
The course is playing 6,592
yards.
The Racers' Blue team is
being led by the solid play of
'senior Nick Griffin, who is in
'third place individually after a
,round of 71-70=141. Mitchell
;Moore turned in the Racers'
best score .of the day in the
second round, when he fired
f a two-under 69. Aftee,asogame 4
a 74 in the morning session,
he has a total of 143 and I
stands in eighth place.
Jerry Price is in 19th after
back-to-back rounds of 73.

AP Baseball Writer
While everybody in New York is gearing up for another
Subway Series, six ot.ber playoff teams are planning to spoil
the party.
Baseball's postseason was set to begin Tuesday afternoon
in Minnesota, where rested 4ce Johan Santana was scheduled to be on the mound for the resurgent Twins against
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RACER FOOTBALL

Yourself
RACERS PICK UP PIECES, PLAY GAMECOCKS THURSDAY NIGHT
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
As Murray State head coach
Matt Griffin looked aro.und at
his team's practice on Sunday, it was evident that the
Racers had not fully recovered from Saturday's disappointing 20-14 overtime loss
to Tennessee Tech.
"It was probably one of
the quietest stretches that I may
have been around in my whole
career as a coach," Griffin
said during his weekly meeting with local and area media
representatives. "We just
reminded our kids that there's
no room in this game for self
pity. From that point on. I
thought we practiced with good
enthusiasm.
.
,Nt
"Fortunately, these younger

have shorter memories
than us coaches. They're much
more resilient than I am, which
is great," he added.
The Racers (1-4, 0-2 OVC)
will have to show some
resiliency, and fast, as the season quickly continues with a
rare Thursday night contest at
Jacksonville State.
The biggest concern for
Griffin and the •Racers heading into the 5 p.m. contest at
Jacksonville's Paul Snow Stadium is a running game that
has produced very little in the
past two games.
Murray's ground / attack
gained a mere 59 yards against
the Golden Eagles on Saturday night and has gained only
89 yards in its past 57 carries.
To make matters worse, the
Racers will, be without starting tailback Chad Cook for
at least this week's action.
guys

i3REP VOLLEYBALL

Lakers get
two-set win
I ver Graves
lo
i4TH DISTRICT
PAIRINGS SET

•See PAIRINGS, 2B
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III See LINKS, 2B

Staff Report
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Looking to build momentum for the
upcoming postseason, the Calloway County volleyball team
won for the seventh time in
nine tries with a two-set win
on Monday night at Graves
County.
The Lady Lakers (20-10)
earned the victory by scores
of 25-14 and 25-20.
Alley Hendon led the scoring for CCHS with 10 points,
while Allie Thompson tallied
sven and Abby Kelly four.
Kelly also had an ace. Whitley Edwards paced Calloway
in kills with six. Thompson
followed with five and Mandie
Schoader added two. Kelly.
Hendon, and Teala Penick had
one apiece.
Edwards. Kelly and Penick
each had several blocks during the match, while Penick
had eight assists and Hendon
two.
In junior-varsity action. the
Lady Lacers (8-7) came away
with a three-set victory, winning by scores of 21-14 and
21 -1 5 despite dropping the middle set 22-20.
Kristen Phillips led the scoring for CCHS with nine points
and one ace. Allison Rogers
and Katie Bazzell both had three
points, while Haley Fain and
Kailey Stone added two apiece.
Haley Edwards paced the
Lady Lakers in kills with four
Fain and Brittnee Dietz had
three each, while Phillips,
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CONFINENCE
STAIIIIN6S

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times

Murray State tailback Chad Cook rushed for 29 yards on six carries against Tennessee Tech last weekend before
suffering a sprained left knee. He will be out of action for at least a week.

OVC(Overall)
School
Tennessee Tech
2-0(2-3)
UT Martin
1-0 (4-1)
E. Illinois
1-0 (2-3)
Tennessee St.
1-0 (2-3)
Jacksonville St
2-1 (2-2)
S.East Missouri
1-1 (3-1)
Samford •
0-2 (2-3)
E. Kentucky
0-2 (1-4)
Murray St.
0-2 (1-4)

TENNESSEE TITANS

Haynesworth nailed for five games
TITANS DT WILL BE OUT
OF ACTION UNTIL

Nov. 19

AGAINST PHILADELPHIA

AP
Albert Haynesworth (92) yells at head coach Jeff Fisher,
left. Sunday Haynesworth has been suspended by the
NFL for five games after stepping on the head of Cowboys defender Andre Gurode after Gurode lost his helmet At right is line judge Jeff Bergman.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Albert
Haynesworth's temper has landed him in trouble with teammates and coaches before. By
stomping another player's head, the Tennessee
Titans defensive tackle not only disgusted himself, he also drew a five-game suspension —
the longest for on-field behavior in NFL history.
And that may just be the beginning of the
grief for Haynesworth, who fell to the Titans
in the middle of the first round of the 2002

draft because of maturity questions.
. The 6-foot-6, 320-pound Haynesworth
stomped on Dallas Cowboys center Andre
Gurode's head Sunday, knocking off his helmet, then kicked and stomped his face. Gurode
needed 30 stitches to repair the cuts left by
the tackle's cleats, and plans to talk with his
family about whether or not to press charges.
his agent told Nashville police Monday.
"The league suspended Haynesworth for five
games — more than twice the length of the
previous longest suspension — for flagrant unnecessary roughness. He won't be paid while he
serves the suspension. effective immediately,
which will cost him approximately S190.0(X).
-There is absolutely no place in the game.
MI See TITANS, 28
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•Racers

Lakers' one
goal good
enough to get
past Lone Oak

From Page 1B
N,

The 6-foot-1, 230-pound senior managed 29 yards on six
rushes against Tech before
leaving the game in the first
quarter with a knee
. injury.
Results from an MRI exam
on Monday revealed that Cook
has a sprained left, knee and
will be re-evaluated next week.
In his stead Will be freshbackups Charlie Jordan
and Josh Jones. Senior Dante
Woods will also see some carries. However, the 6.-foot. 215pound
Clarksville, Tenn.,
native was mostly used as a
recei'vter out of the backfield
against the Golden Eagles and
will likely see the most time
in the passing game again this
week.
Whoever is in the packfield against the Gamecocks
will' need more help from the
MSU offensive line if they
are to be successful on the
ground.
Coaxing improved play out
of his front line is Griffin's
top priority:
"We did not play real physical in the offensive line
(against Tech), and that's a
little disheartening at this point
in the season," iv said. I wish
I could give you a reason
why, Mit it
being addressed
in practice. We've got to get

better.
"Chad Cook is.a good foot'--b-alI'-Player, and wee gOt a
couple of tailbacks who are
in the same league. But if
you can't make things happen up front, • it doesn't matter Who's running the football."
The Racers will be equally challenged _along the defensive line, where three of Murray's four starters are true
freshmen who weigh 240
pounds or less. The inexperienced front will be challenged
by a Jacksonville State offensive line that averages nearly 300 pounds per man.
"They're big on both sides
of the ball," Griffin said of
the Gamecocks. "They're
physical, so you've always
got to match that. After we
sustain a blow, we've got to
come back and match it with
another one.
"It's a great challenge for
us,. and for our whole team.
You've got a short week, and.
you're coming off a tough

Murray Ledger & Times
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times
Racer head coach Matt Griffin looks on during the first
half of his team's overtime loss to Tennessee Tech last
Saturday. The Racers will hit the road this week to take
on OVC rival Jacksonville State on Thursday night in
Jacksonville, Ala:
loss — all of those things.
We could set up here and line
up all of the excuses until
I'm blue in the face. But what
weve- got to de is- respond."
The Racers may have .to
respond with yet another
starter, as junior cornerback
Derrick Parrott is questionable for the Jacksonville State
game with a sprained ankle
he received against Tennessee
Tech.
Griffin said he will use
caution when determining if
the 6-foot, 195-pound Mayfield
product can safely play against
the Gamecocks.
"He's a game-time decision, at best," noted Griffin.
"If I view it as something
that's going to linger the rest
of the year, we won't play
him. We'll give him another
week's rest because he'll have
a few extra days to get ready
for Samford. I think that's
c him
011Portank. 4.rather1
for five games or half of this
one than to lose him for two

in for .Pairott against Tech
and will likely do so this
week if. he is unable to play.
Entering Thursday's play,
the Racers Will be looking-for-their first OVC road victory
since November 2004 and just
their third win in the last 17
games.
Despite the program's overall youth and inexperience during a rebuilding phase, Griffin said the Racers' goal
remains to win as many games
as possible this season while
trying to balance the future
of the program.
"That's just an excuse to
be mediocre," the coach said
of his squad's youth. MSU's
roster includes 44 freshmen.
"Our kids know that mediocrity is the cream of the crap,
and we don't want to be that.
"People on this campus and
in this community have been
absolutely fabulous with our
-staff and our playact', But we
don't work all of these days
throughout the year to lose
games. These are the kids that
more
Junior Koji Farrington and we've got, and we're going
freshman Antonio Patton filled to play to win."

Staff Report
Seth Asher provided the lone
second-half goal as Calloway
County squeaked past visiting
Lone Oak 241,1in boys' soccer
action on Monday night at the
Jim Nix Soccer Complex.
In the first half, the Lakers
(7-7-1)jumped on top on a Coby
Lyell goal off an Asher assist.
But the Purple Flash (5-9)
responded by knotting the score
at 1-1 on a goal by Tim Burnett, who was assisted by Chris
Hampton.
The score remained tied until
the second half, when Asher
scored off a Jordan Patterson
assist to give the Lakers the
victory.
Calloway won the battle of
shots 7-3. Laker goalkeeper
Joseph Kelly had two saves.
The Lakers were scheduled
to play tonight at Fort Camp,
bell before closing out the regular season on Thtirsday at home
against Hopkinsville.
Tournament Pairings: The
Second District Tournament for
the boys' teams is scheduled
to be played next week at
CCHS.
On Monday, Oct. 9, the host
Lakers will face Mayfield at
5:30 p.m. On Tuesday, Oct.
10, top-seeded Murray High will
face the winner of Monday's
matchup at approximately 7:30
p.m.
On Wednesday,Oct. Ii, Marshall County will face Graves
County at 5:30.p.m. The championship game of the tournament is slated for Thursday,
Oct. 12 at 7:30 p.m. '
In the girls' district tournament, host Calloway County
will take on Mayfield at 7:30
p.m. on Monday. On Tuesday,
Marshall County will face Monday's winner at 5:30 p.m.
On Wednesday, Murray
- High's girls will- battle Graves
County at 7:30 p.m. The girls'
championship match will be
held at 5:30 p.m. on Thursday.

•Titans
But while Yankees stars
such as Derek Jeter and Alex
Rodriguez, who will be scrutinized even more than usual
this October. are. postseason
regulars, the Mets have several newcomers.
Cleanup hitter Carlos Delgado is a first-timer, along
with his 23-year-old wonteammates, David
derkid
Wright and Jose Reyes.
."We match up well against
anybody in the National
League. If we go out there
and play our game, play the
way we're capable of, we'll
win," Wright said. "If we
don't win the World Series
after making the playoffs, it's
going to be a big letdown,
naturally. This team, when we
lead, we
get off to
don't let up.':
The Mets, who cruised to
their first NL East title since
1988, open Wednesday against
the wild-card Los Angeles
Dodgers.
By then. the Athletics and
Twins will have played twice
at the earsplitting Metrodome
in an intriguing rematch of
their 2002 division series.
Both teams have flourished
in recent years despite small
budgets, and young stars such
as Joe Mauer lustin Morneau

and Nick Swisher will be on
display.
"They're a lot like us,"
said Twins right - fielder
Michael Cuddyer, one of only
four players remaining in Minnesota from the 2002 playoffs. "They're built around
starting pitching and defense.
They've got great team chemistry. They play the game the
right way.''
The Twins turned their season around after starting 2533 and capitalized on Detroit's
late collapse to win their fourth
AL Central title in five years.
They overcame a 10 I/2-game
deficit in August and even
earned home-field advantage
in the first round.
That could be key, because
Minnesota had the best home
record in the big leagues at
54-27. Santana, the major
league leader in wins, strikeouts and ERA, has been just
about unbeatable at the
Metrodome.
The AL West champion A's
are looking to end a streak
of four straight first-round
exits from 2000-03.
"It's a new team, you know,
so we're just going into this
with a fresh outlook." Zito
said.

From Page 1B
or anywhere else, for the inexcusable action that occurred in
Titans-Cowboys
yesterday's
game," new NFL commissioner Roger Goodell said.
previous
Haynesworth's
problems had been hidden from
attention because they took
place in practice. As a sophomore at Tennessee, he fought
with a teammate and left practice, returning with a long pole
looking for tackle Will Ofenheusle before coach Phillip Fulmer stopped him. He was suspended for half a game.
During 2003 Titans training
camp. Haynesworth kicked center Justin Hartwig, now with
Carolina. Charges for a road
rage incident earlier this year
were dismissed.
But the stomping, shown
repeatedly in television replays,
has brought nearly unanimous
condemnation, the unprecedented suspension and possibly
criminal charges and a civil lawsuit.
Nashville police and the district attorney contacted the
Cowboys'general counsel Monday, offering their assistance
to Gurode in prosecuting
Haynes worth.
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District pairings
announced

•Playoffs
From Page 1B

The Insurance
Center of Murray
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Oakland lefty Barry Zito —
a matchup certainly worthy
of October.
The St. Louis Cardinals
and San Diego Padres play
at 4:09 p.m. EDT. followed
at night by the surprising
Detroit Tigers trekking into
Yankee Stadium.
"I'm not really sure we're
the underdog," Tigers manager Jim Leyland said Monday. "Nobody has more respect
for the New York Yankees
than we do. but I believe that
when you get down to the
final eight teams, whoever
plays good at that particular
time has a chance to win."
Many think the Yankees
(97-65) and Mets have the
best chance, especially after
they tied for the best record
in baseball this season —
potentially putting them on
track for their second Subway Series in six years.
Each team won its division by a comfortable margin, and both feature potent
lineups.
"I'm lucky to be a manager on a club that I can
probabl) have six or seven
•
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football League Standings
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
3 1 0 750
New England
2 2 0 500'
N Y Jets
2 2 0 500
Buffalo
Miami
1
3 0 250
South
W
L T Pct
4 0 0 1 COO
Indianapolis
2 2 0 500
Jacksonville
1
3 0 250
Houston
Tennessee
0 4 0 000

North
Baltimore
Cincinnati

Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Denver
San Diego
Kansas City
Oakland

4
3
1
1
Weet
2
2
1
0

0
1
2
3

.7 Pet
0 1 000
O
O
O

750
333
250

Pct
1 0 667
1 0 667
2 0 333
3 .0 000

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W LI Pet
3 1 0 750
Phriadelphia
2 1 0 667
Dallas
2 2 0 500
Washington
1
2 0 333
NY Giants
South
W
L T Pct
3
1 0 750
New Orleans
3 1 0 750
Atlanta
2 2 0 503
Carolina
0 3 0 000
Tampa Bay
North
Pct
4 0 0 1 000
1';
Chicago
2 2 0 500
Minnesota
1
3 0 250
Green Bay
Ostroff
0 4 0 000
West
Pct
Seattle
3 1
750
750
St Louis
3 1
250
3
Anzona
250
3
San Francisco

Sunday, Oct. 8
Buffalo at Chicago, Noon
Sunday's Games
Detroit at Minnesota. Noon
Dallas 45, Tennessee 14
St. Louis at Green Bay, Noon
Houston 17, Miami 15
Tennessee at Indianapolis. Noon
Atlanta 32. Arizona 10
Miami at New England. Noon
Indianapolis 31, N.Y Jets 28
Tampa
Bay at New Orleans, Noon
Buffalo 17. Minnesota 12
Washington at N Y Giants. Noon
Baltimore 16, San Diego 13
Cleveland at Carolina, Noon
Kansas City 41, San Francisco 0
Carolina 21 New Orleans 18
Oakland at San Francisco, 3:05 p m
St Louis 41, Detroit 34
N.Y. Job m Jacksonville, 3.05 p.m
Washington 36, Jacksonville 30,OT
KAMM City at Arizona, 3'05 p.m
- - -- --EWAN at Philadelphia, 3:15 pm',
Cleveland 24 Oakland 21
Pittsburgh at San Diego. 7:15 p.
New England 38, Cincinnati 13
Open Cincinnati, Seattle, Atlanta,
Chicago 37. Seattle 6
Open: Pittsburgh Denver, N 'V Giants
Houston
Monday, Oct. 9
Tampa Bay
Baltimore at Denver, 7 30 pm
Monday's Game
Philadelphia 31. Green Bay 9

•Pairings
From Page 1B
Bazzell and Rogers had two
apiece. Dietz and Bazzell had
four assists each and 'Emily
McKnight added one.
Calloway was scheduled to
close out its regular-season
schedule tonight against Fulton City at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Tournament Pairings: Pairings for the Fourth District
Volleyball Tournament have

been set.
The event will begin on Monday. Oct. 9, with No. 1 seed
Christian Fellowship taking on
host Calloway County at 6
p.m. A matchup between second-seeded Marshall County
and No. 3 seed Murray' High
will follow at approximately
7:15.
The championship contest is
slated for Tuesday, Oct. 10 at
7 p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

•Links
From Page 1B
Michael Craft had rounds of
73-74=147 and sits in 25th
position, with Chris Griffin in
65tp place after rounds of 7778A155.
The Murray State gold squad
stands in 13th after rounds of
299-300=599.
Kyle Landrum had a pair
of 72's and stands in 10th
place. He has played the par
four holes at Miller Memorial
only one stroke over par. Mark
Brant and Josh Burks are in
32nd place. Brant had rounds
of 74-75=149, while Josh Burks
had rounds of 77-72=149.
MSU's Jared Wolfe-turned

in rounds of 76-81=157 and
is in 72nd place.
The individual title at the
MSU Invitational has a decided Ohio Valley Conference feel,
with Tennessee State's Phillip
Watkins and Tennessee Tech's
Scott Stallings being separated
by one stroke.
Watkins had the best round
of the morning with a 66 and
added a 69 in the afternoon
for a total of seven-under 135.
Stallings matched the 66 in the
afternoon after a morning 70
and has a total of six-under
136. Watkins and Stallings
recorded the only two eagles
in the field.

EAGLES 31,PACKERS 9

Screamin' Eagles
MCNABB'S SECOND-HALF FLURRY
POWERS PHILLY PAST PACKERS
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Donovan McNabb went back
to his scrambling days. Brett
Favre reverted to his erratic
ways.
McNabb ran for two touchdowns and threw for a pair,
leading the Philadelphia Eagles
to a 31-9 victory over the
Green Bay Packers on Monday night.
Meanwhile. Favre, who has
memorable
enjoyed
many
moments on the national stage
throughout his 16-year career,
had another 'miserable game
that. has become too common
for the star quarterback in recent
years. Favre misfired badly on
several passes, including two
interceptions that led to
Philadelphia scores.
He left with a slight head
injury late in the fourth quarter, but Packers coach Mike
McCarthy said he didn't think
the injury was serious.
McNabb finished 16-of-30
for 288 yards and had 47 yards
rushing. He scored on runs of
6 and 15 yards. and connected with Greg Lewis on TD
passes of 45 and 30 yards.
"I decided to go back to
my style of play," McNabb
said. "and if the opportunity
is there, take full advantage."
Once a feared runner. McN-

abb had just 55 yards rushing
last season when he was limited by injuries and missed the
final seven games because of
a sports hernia.
"McNabb is the kind of
player that makes plays," Packers linebacker Nick Barnett said.
"He will run out of the pocket and you have to stop him."
Favre was 22-of-40 for 205
yards and had a passer rating
of 44.2. He didn't speak to
reporters after the game. and
a team spokesman said he was
complaining of headaches.
"It's in his head, a stinger,"
McCarthy said.

TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Southern Miss at ILAINI
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
ESPN — Playoes. American League

Dovision Son's. Oakland at Minnesota
3 p.M. •
ESPN — Mayotte. Netionsi Los*
Divon Series. Si Louis at San Diego
7 p.m.

FOX — Maras, Arnsolcan
Series, Detroit at New York
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Help Wanted

Help Welted
1972
Ford
3000
Tractor. Excellent condition, new paint, 2,300
total hours, expandable
wheels. You will nut
find a nicer tractor anywhere for the age.
Shows as new
270-753-6156, 2..i.

ADVERTISING SALES
•
.

.)

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Murray Calloway County Hospital

is currently accepting bids for

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the po-sition of Sales
Representative. Responsibilities for this
position include working with established
businesses to sell advertising, develop
advertising plans and devlop new accounts
in Murray and surrounding areas. Must
enjoy working with the public and be selfmotivated. Prior sales experience a plus.

professional and general liability insurance.

Interested par-ties should contact

Brad Bloemer, CFO, at

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental plans, salary plus commission, are all part
of an excellent benefit package.
Interested applicants must apply by resume
only;interviews will be granted to qualified
applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.
Absolutely no on-the-spot interviews will be
conducted.

bbloemer@nnurrayhospital.org

or phone 270-762-1104.

060

020

FREE11.1 . Plan now to
help celebrate the
Hazel Day Celebration
the first weekend in
October by free setup
at State Line Ranch &
Main
Home,
705
Street. Highway 641.
Hazel, KY. Call now for
your reservation. Arts
and crafts and flea
market vendors are
270-492-welcome.
6144. Contact Larry,
Lynda, or Barry.
THE BULLPEN
Now booking private
parties, receptions &
Several
meetings.
catering choices available. Court Square,
Murray. 293-4602
WE don't do spinach at
Sandra D's, 94E 2933816

LOST bleak &Mown- --441.4MEINATE oponing
or distribution managLab mix. Vicinity o
er. Retirees welcome to
17th & Farmer. Missing
since 9/30. Reward. apply. Job requires
extensive travel to our
759-1316
warehouses across the
060
US & Canada 10 days
Help Warded
to 6 weeks at a time.
Must have excellent
BRITTHAVEN
0
managerial skills, able
Benton is currently
to manage & train 25accepting applications
100 people at a time.
Quality
for
a
Must have some comImprovement Nurse.
puter skills. Please call
Applicant must be
Megson Delivery 270licensed in the state of
395-0296.
KY. Applicant must be
able to work some
CHILD care center is
nights and weekends.
now accepting applicaLong term care experitions for child care
ence a plus. Apply in
providers to guide chilperson at Bntthaven of
dren birth through 12
Benton 2607 Main
years. Apply at 109
Street Benton, KY
South 15th Street,
42025. No phone calls
Murray.
please. E0E/AAE
FOOD PRODUCTION

41 West Kentucky
°Mace
401 W

ATTEPMON
Katrina SurmVors

V

You may be eligible for
h assistance and/or
specialized services.

300 Hammond Dnve
Hopkinsville, KY 42240

'Housing

1-800-928-7233

Chlidelf•
'Vision

eCiodeng

•Tools

CALL TODAY,

4
LM (

STEVE VIDMER
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753-1752
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NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE,
Help Wanted

Notice

\\

F OUND in Southwest
Villa, small male dark
brown/black
fleagleiDadishund (?).
Blue collar. 753-3230.
753-8388
FOUND: 4 month old
amen. Manx, no tail,
',grey, female. Found in
vicinity of S. 4th St.
270-293-7727
male
FOUND:
Chocolate lab on Grant
Hoed 759-1837

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant. Competitive
wages & benefits for
perm full-time position!
MotivatecVE nergetic/Or
Multi-line
ganized
phone. Cush:TRW service, data entry of
orders. MS Office,
accounting knowledge
Send
preferred
resume to P0 Box
123, Airno, KY 42020
email:
Of
Niles0yahoocorn
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. ',surrey
pion Hotel. apply m
wean seer empeA

EMPLOYEE, Murray
University.
State
Temporary, part-time
position. Hours 10AM
to 230PM. MondaySunday 4 to 5 days per
week. High school
graduate or equivalent
with six months to one
year of experience in
general food service
required. Must possess
ability to work well with
others. Will be trained
in all areas of general
food production. Salary
$7.00 per hour. Apply
at: Department of
Employment Services,
1405 North 12th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
!located in the Career
Discovery
Center).
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
M/F/D,
AA
EEO.
employer.
FULL time telemarketer. No experience
needed, will train right
be
person.
Must
dependable. Hourly,
plus bonuses Apply in
person at Signmasters,
8503 U.S. Hwy 68 E,
Benton (Fairciealing)
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting appiicatiOns
for C.N.A.'s and qualified applicants for nursing assistant training.
We offer an excellent
benefit package for fullthroe employees
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE No phone
calls please.
HAIRDRESSER wanttid for fast growing
salon. 781-4247

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times

P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

Heip Wasted
JUST in time fo
Christmas! Go for the
green S. Start your
unlimited
earnings
opportunity with Avon,
company
for
the
worn-en and a few good
men. 761-3878, 888570-6498
LEAD singer for traditional country band.
731-644-2967,
Call
731-571-6463. Paris
area.
PART time maintenance supervisor for
rural nursing home.
Contact Dutch Warren
at 223 W. Chestnut,
Puryear, TN. (731)2473205. EOE
PART time medical
records clerk needed
for busy physicians'
office. Flexible hours.
Computer knowledge a
plus. Send resume with
references to P.O. Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071.
PART time office work.
Resumes only to 108
North 12th Street,
Murray.
PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
returns_
Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Free tax course.
Call 753-9204 or 4374531.
PIZZA Pro is now
accepting applications
for drivers Must be at
least 18 to apply. No
phone calls, please
605-C, South 12th
Street.
REAL Estate Licensing
enrolling.
Classes
HookinsvoIle
Or
Payment
Paducah.
plan (270)223-0789
deioiseadams0yahoo.
corn
TOM'S Grille is hiring
cooks, servers and
dishwashers. Apply in
person. 1501 12th
Street after 1:00 p.m.
illatic CMdcsr•
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

Taking applications
for all positions. Da3
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murray.
No phone calls.
090
Domestic& Childcare
CLEANING houses is
my business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553.
HOUSE cleaning. 270978-3196
HOUSE CLEANING.
Experienced and reliable. 474-1406, 7034807
WANTED
houses/offices - to
clean. Have referCall
April
ences.
(270)474-1421, 2278504. Call anytime.
120

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

C:1Wait to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING lig* cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FIXER upper home
and
west
Murray
Calloway. 435-4770
GOOD treadm41. 270227-7913
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting 753-4109

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3833

HMV EqUIPININII

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends
& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.
Paris Landing
State Park Inn
is
Seeking Qualified People

in the following positions:
•Front Desk Clerks
•Housekeepers

An Equal Opportunity Employer
060

293-6156

Make
Far SO
10x12 storage building,
w/ vinyl siding and trim.
Double door, one window. 753-4575
18' 2 5/16" bumper pull
trailer with ramps, new
tires, 2-5200 lbs axles.
$1,900 4)00' single
axle enclosed 7
bumper pull trailer,
side door, ramp rear
door 8- 16.5 wheels &
tires, $25.00 ea. Big
sign post 26'x24" with
platform, $500. Call
(270)293-5519 or 4988950 evenings.
2BR condo at Sheraton
Vistana in Orlando
10/8-10/15. 759-1569
after 5:00PM.
1-1/2
BEAUTIFUL
carat, platinum wedding set. Marquise cut.
Paid $4,000, will take
$2,000 0130. 270-2938648
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614
FIREWOOD for sale
270-227-9910
FOR Sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books.
Excellent Christmas
gifts Call
759-4938 or 753-2350.
NEW double carport,
$695 Free installation
Call 270-8043806 for
appointment

Applications accepted
Mon.-Fri 8-4:30, 400 Lodge Road
Contact Personnel
(731)642-4311 or (731)641-4451
The State of Tennessee is an equal opportunity',
equal access, affirmative action employer

AUTO TECHNICIAN WANTED
Brandon Auto World Pontiac-Cadillac is
looking for a qualified Auto technician.
Must have own tools. Previous work
experience desired. Interview in person
at 1300 North 121 Bypass, Murray,
Kentucky. Ask for Tina.

BRANDON NIN*WORLD
PlIE-11WNED SUPER CENTEIII
12015 121 'rho /Wm l2711 704111 - IllS 4414311
www-brandloreaertowwrIeLearese
150
Ankles
For Sale

[
11131Applances
Large Selection

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
nels
for
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO.
Cinemax, Stan, or
Shollime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions
HD
Plasma. LCD, DLP, &
CRTs
Brands by:
Toshiba. Sony. LG.
Zenith. & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley TV 759-0901
STRAW for sale, $2.25
bale 489-2436 If no
answer, leave message
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Pest the county has
Call Torroll Trier&

753-9075
.00)227-2193
USED quilting machine
14 ft. table, like new
after
270-759-4475
5P1.4

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713

2 matching sofas, 2
matching
wingback
chairs. chair, 3 large oil
paintings, oak rolltop
desk, console TV. 4892940 or 227-1995
SOLID wood 6 foot
dresser, matching double bed, $200 080
753-6985
TABLE & chairs, $75
Futon frame & pad,
$60 Two end tables
$30
lamps,
with
$20
Microwave,
Dresser with mirror,
$45 Comforter with
shams, pillows, sheets,
curtains, $50. Phone
(270)978-2504

- --FARM trailers. 20 foot
24 foot, & 30 foot. Also
a camper van. Can be
seen 1/2 mile west of
Lynn Grove or call 2931231

BUSINESS Loans.
Loans for any type of
equipment. New or
used. No money down.
Past credit problems.
OK. Call Brad 270-7534801
Noble Hems Lots For Sale
COMPLETELY set ut:
1/2 acre. $10,500 7C'
6012

2BR 2BA, 11 acres, .3
stall barn 24x30 1 co
garage with shop
$52,000. 492 8500.
293-8156
2BR
2BA. $1,990
down $221 per month
$105 lot rent. wan.
270-293-9940
LAND/HOME PACK.
AGES as low as
$37,995!! 3 & 4
Bedroom models nyftilible!! Call now!! '711
584-4926
REPOS -- Singles &
Doublewides
must
go!! Prices slashed!!
Call now!! 731-584
9109
SHARP 3 Bedroom 2
Bath Doublewide
island in kitchen!! Must
See!! Includes free
washer/dryer!!
731584-9429
rental
EXCELLENT
property or starter
home. 2BR with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot
$11,900. 753-6012
NICE 14x70 3131-4
on 2 25 acres w/ worc
shop. Edge of Hi".'- '
$26,000. 753-0237

2,822 sq.ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480
Amnesia For Refit I
1 & 2 bdr income
based apts. No pets.
Leave a message. 270753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
MU:raY
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1, 2, 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1BR apartment, All utilities paid. $350 per
month plus deposit:
270-227-4325
1BR apartment. Small
pets allowed 753-8221
1BR duplex, C/I4/A, al
appliances furnishetl
including w/d. $358
month. 402 N. 8th 436.
2731
1BR, all appliance-s,
Oaks Apts., starting al
$275. Coleman Fir
759-4118
281-i 1.58A. All appliances, new remodel,
Michelle.
1407-C
$525/mo.
(270)217-4265
2BR 28A, garage,
$600. 436-5685
2BR duplex.13048
Valieywoocl Dr. $400.
293-7738 or 293-1446
4BR 2BA, all apt-Mances. central H/A Ask
about movedays.
oleman RE
753CL
A, WAD ,
hook-up, quiet. refer- ,
ences, lease &
deposit S.641 492
8634

-
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Remain positive Tonight: Say
yes to an invitatIOn.
.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might be put out by'
someone more than you are
ready or willing to acknowledge.
You could be overwhelmed by
what is occumng. Having expectabons as to how others should
react could be at the root of the
problem. Tonight: Let Others
reveal their true colors.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Get into work, giving 100
percent of your energy and
enthusiasm. Results come from
constituent effort and different
types of thinking. You'll discover
that new technology is helpful if
you don't close yourself down to
possibilities. Tonight: Could be
late. '
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You can add much
The Stars Show the Kind of
more to a situation than you real;
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynarnic
ize. Think carefully about what
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; could happen if you let your
I -Difficult
imagination set your limits.
Answers come forward out of the
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
blue because of your innate
**** You might want to under- resourcefulness. Tonight: Be a
stand what is happening within a wild thing.
bond, but assertively questioning SAGITTARIUS (No.v. 22-Dec.
or finding out doesn't work. 21)
Research, observe, listen and *** Anchor in on what is
reflect. You'll succeed if you,fol- important. Your drive and ability
low this path. Others express to mobilize others to your type of
more if they feel free and not thinking help win the day, or at
pushed. Tonight: Rest up.
least the moment! Define who
TAURUS(Aprit 20-May 20)
you are. Keep conversations
***** Take the high road. flowing. You have the ability to
Use your instincts with a profes- find a new basis of thinking.
sional matter or an issue that Tonight: Unexpected developdrops more responsibility on you. ments.
Think in terms of success and CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
drive. _Understand rather than **** Listen to news that
judge. Others naturally follow
heads your way. You might feel
your sense of direction. Tonight: that taking a strong action is necAim for what you want.
essary. Know when to pull back
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
and tfo something differently.
***** Reach out for another Creativity flourishes for those
with care. You. are in the lime- who are open. Your instincts are
light. Creativity and intellect right-on with a boss. Tonight: Out
merge. Your sense of humor and about.
comes through in a big way. Your AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
spark shines wherever you use **** Use your imagination
your imagination. Others adore and penchant for freedom to not
your fire. Tonight: In the limelight. self-destruct but to enhance your
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
finances and life. Sometimes you
***** Reach out for some- could feel a bit silly working on
one You find that by exploring goals right now. Do it anyway.
your options and seeing a situa- Tonight: Gather your bills.
tion differently, you will come up PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
with answers. The unexpected *****. Your instincts serve
provokes thought, which is why it you well within a partnership.
occurs. Allow more dynamic Your ability to move into new
Ideas in. Tonight: Wave goodbye ideas after some thought and
to tradition.
evaluation helps you deal with
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
key associates on a daily level.
**** Try to do the unexpect- High energy and luck grace' your
ed. You'll get way ahead day. Tonight: As yoU like.
because you are willing to
approach others in a dynamic,
TODAY
open-enenner..0there sometimes
-rft°5411',
,faCkle
your
in
that,
ideas
have wild
author Anne Rice (1941). actress
work.
book simply do not
Susan Sarandon (1946)

BIRTHDAY. for
Wednesday, Oct. 4, 2006:
You might want to approach
your daily life 'differently, but
you also might not be sure which
path to follow. Tap into your
ingenuity and desires for
, cand you'll discover
answegA
ht around the comer.
them
iency and skills are
Your e
frequently tested, but the good
news is you come out of the gate
flying. New beginnings this
birthday year mark your life -be it diet, work or routine. You
will succeed beyond measure if
you don't buck trends. If you are
single, you'll have mans' opportunities to connect with others.
PISCES could be a nag.

HAPPY
LY
APPRO
1,500 sq. ft brick
office building.
Frontage on 121
Bypass. 753-2225 or
759-1509
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft
restrooms
C/G(H,
parking
of
plenty
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex. 7593772.

MSU
CLOSE
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
$275/mo unfurnished.
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164
DUPLEX for sale in
Northwood $85,000
270-366-1045

FINAL NOTICE!

WORM'S
TURF & TREES

A RS()LUTE
AUCTION

Selling to the Highest & Best Bidders

NO MINIMUM! NO RESERVE!

FRIDAY • OCTOBER 6 • NOON
is 1st PARKIN(, 11 )I
2 BUD .DIN(
. ,, , I I .,,i \K m I Si.limo, ; N.

Richard Price • Jeremy Workman
Office (270) 435-4090
Cell(270) 293-8035

camo

Poise riumilas
•

Southwood condominiums. All appliances Included. 7679948

BOSTON Terriers, 6
9/29
old
weeks
Males
Registered
$375, Females $425
Call M-Th 1 1AM-3PM
anytime
weekends
759-4776
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
MINI Dachshunds 6
weeks old, all rea
females 270-376-5711
'MINIATURE
Schnauzer pups. No
shed, no dander. 3
females, 2 males. 2931482
PET grooming. 270.753-2915
ROBERTS Petsrtang
(270)436-2269

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
remodeled
NEWLY
inside & out New paint,
new carpet, new heat &
air 415 S 10th $425
759-4696. 293-3710

For Rent

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diugutd Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..6

p.m. to 4 p.m.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 voucher"...
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity ,
TOO 41-800-648-6056

Yard Sale

MOVING
SALE
1629 Miller
Fri 10/6 &
Sat 10/7

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
5100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

.

1-.•: 7 i 41111111,
APPPOxrimATELY 10,000 CARS PER DAY
PA' r. '-i 5 /'T.'" A'ON ON HWY 6/1 JUST ONE
h Of COURT SOUAREl
Buildiria 1

• Approximately 35,000 SF Building
• 2 and 1 Stories with
height Elevator
• Presently occupied by Market 414
Antique Mall - One of the largest
Antique Malls in the South!
• Roll Up Dock Doors
This building was built in the
mid 1900's and was initially used for
a lumber Company. The huge wood
beams create atmosphere and
character not found in many of today's
structures! This building was also
utilized as a furniture showroom for
20 years. The second level was
remodeled extensively for use as a
Pennsylvania House and Henredon
Furniture Showroom! The building
measures 124' x 114' SF.

Services Miffed
1993 Toyota Tercel
59,000 miles, origina
owner, manual, 2dr.
coupe, KC, great gas
mileage, $2,000. 7698082

2005 GMC Sierra 771
ext. cab 5.3 lite
engine. 4x4 Loaded.
35,500 miles. Call after
5PM 436-2794 or 2930496
Chevrolet
'83
Scottsdale Long bed,
4 WD 96K, well maintained excellent tires
runs perfectly, red,
some body damage
Great hunting truck
S1,050 firm 492-8446
1978 Dodge 85 eng,
good. work truck 270293-1753

'Nadir's 2
• Approximately 7,000 SF
masonry building
• Currently utilized by the
antique mall.
• Previous use of this building
included on Automobile Parts Show
Room and Sales. Prior to that usage,
it was a cold storage facility.
• The building features a roll-up door
and a truck height loading dock.
• The building is approximately
59' x 125'
• The Parking Lot is 53' a 140'

ROEBUCKAUCT1ONS.COM 1

AUCTIONS 888-763-2825 ,

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guarantee.
Call 753-1816
Of 227-0611
293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roots,
sagging floors Call
.
Greg Coiling.

28R IBA 5 min north
of Murray No pets
$475/mo 759-4826

Edda
Haley Professional
Appraising
'tor what it's worth(270)759-4218

38R IBA. Stove, refngorator, washer/dryer,
$625 month 502-4193142
360
Storage Rentals

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting

Located at 720 S 4th St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536.

PRUNER
IMMISTOIUMME
-inside climate control

storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & dean
*We see boxed
*We rent U-HauM
753-9000.

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation.
or cfiscriminabon based
on race; color, religion,
Sex. Of national °NM.
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or diacrimination.,Thes newspaper
not knowingly
will
accept any advertising
tor real estate which is
on violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
Informed
Chresillngs advertised In
this newspaper are

available on an equal
opporturitty Oasis•
TWO Way brick apartment butklIng vAlti 5

707 South 12th Street

South Center 1.200
ilq0. 710 side 7534252 753-0606

two-OR untie. Emollient
income-producer.
$125.000. See meting
027720 at
wee allthellebnigs.corn
270-753-4109. 2702271545

Calloway
Trash Servi4e
IS AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
S 15MG

761-3740 2934045

O
%ZO
Over 40 years exp.
Saki A liatallatio•

753-7728
Cleaning
DAVID S
Services
in
Specialize
'We
Cleaning'
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing
•Mobileff-lomes
'Brick
'Alf External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Water
.Parking Lots &
Dnveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176

1111iFF mks
MI\ II NI,
Lab For Sob

For RIM

We care about your
home. Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
covenngs,
-FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
731)247-5464
crobertson CO wk.net

Services Offered

8AM-4PM
after 35 years
moving sale

Remodeling.

PELICAN 17 foot dou
ble hull canoe. 2 oars.
2 small life vests. $250.
Call 227-5759.
16FT trailer w/ 10ft. iOn
boat, 3HP Johnson
motor, runs good,
$800 270-978-1936

INVISTORS a END USERS, HERE IS YOUR
OPPORIVIIITY 10 USE YOUR OWN IMAGINATION
NO IlliS PROPERTY'S MANY USES!

ROEBUCK

C & C Renovation and

SHERWOOD Forest
City amenities Approx
1 acre County school
district $20,600 OBO.
762-9988
WEST Calloway
County Development
Lots for sale in Landon
Hills Subdivision or will
build to suit 210-3781
559-2032

1 to 300 acres Wes
489-2116,
Calloway
leave message
75 acre farm. 3BR
house 3 mi. from new
4 lane in Coldwater
Approx 45 acres in
CRP program Approx.
15-20 acres wooded
$2,200 per/ac. $65,000
489-2237
house.
Good deer and turkey
hunting.

35 Acres */1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
ol hwy 80 & 1346 87
miles from 641 A 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details
Coles
acres8
Campground area, city
watts (approx 9 lots)
210-3781
LOTS OR
SMALL ACREAGE
7.77"
7
.
&T

38R 28A brick ranch.
garage, pool, 366
acres(2+ fenced). barn
wri loan-to, $185.900
270-293-2132
BRAND new construction recently reduced
by $20,000 38R 28A
with
suite
master
whirlpool tut and sap
shower, vaulted and
tray ciaihngs, brick.
large patio, end of
Edintiorough West oft
Robertson Rd 2930139 or 763-1500
apartment
OWNER
with 3 rentals with
Moyne of $800 per
Month 753-5731

CATHEDRAL ceilings
open, 38/28, 4+ acres.
FP, 32x32 metal barn.
south
$152,000.
to
close
Marshall
Murray. 270-853-2840
nice
EXTREMELY
home 3BR 2.5BA, formal dining and living
room, family room, eat
in kitchen, in ground
swimming pool. 4 car
garage, wood & tile
floors.1 25 acres country, atmosphere in the
city $284,000 2930139 or 753-1500.

I3EBT RELIEF.
‘\,.. will bus sour
'11.4. or take
mint pas

or your painting
Pressure V.a_stung &
Scaling Decks
Free Estimates
Lisenscd & Insured
293-6034 • 436-2320
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
removal. tnmming, etc
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings.
hauling, gutter cleaning.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves. Call Bn‘n at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
.you dwell haw Mir
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

ADAMS
ELECTRIC

remodeled
NEWLY
house at 212 S. 11th
St 2 bedroom. Priced
at $67.500 Shown by
appointment 753-5410
TWO story home,
Southwest Villa subdivision. 3 bedroom. 3
bath, large bonus room
and so much more
condition,
Move-in
Pictures and details at
www owners.com listing ID is AWG7528 or
call 293-5265
WEST Calloway
County Development.
2 new homes (energy
efficient) 1,500 ft living,
3 bedroom, 2 baths.
paved streets & concrete drives, 8 minutes
from Murray, no city
taxes, Landon Hilts
Subdivision $105,000
$115,000 w/garage
210-3781 or 559-2032

Licensed & Insured
No job too small!
After hours or at your
convenience
Residential. Coalmen:121.
Industrial, Remodel.
Trailer Poles. etc
for ALL your
electncal needs.
CALL DALE ADAMS

270-293-8192
\DUI •
1 \( ‘‘%11•4.

c,
REDUCED 2000 Ford
93.000
Expedition
miles. 2 wheel drive.
TV/IDV17 $9,200 OBO
762-0540
2001 Nissan Xlerra
XE 4-wd, black. great
condition (270)2101612

2001 Saturn 1.200
110.x XX 111114111, P/L,
PPM, P/seats, automatic $5.000 227-2570

leave message

Ain/104CE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHADIC FR C;HIE.S22 IsAits t xri MEM
(2701224-9300
t 270)492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PARTS
SERVICE
(270) 293 8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HLL
Septic system, gravel.
witite rock.
4.36-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Joe's Mower Repair.
Free pickup/delivery
436-2967.
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• weekly & special pick
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

AUTO • HOME • FARM • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE

GREE-ribiGs

Homebuilders
g Net lemrs Ailibtqm
Drywell g Pgin0,9 Dew Win,
Pressve Waso,y s Roofs

AR'
\s,..... ALAAAA AL

Call 761-4558,

ask for Kristin.

8

JS Lawn Care
6 years experience
Free estimates Leal
mowing,
removal,
mulching & shrub trimming 705-1862

MILLS & Son Pressure
Washing
Calloway
Serving
county and surrounding areas.
Siding, gutters, decks

-)

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
}
A SPECIAL WELCOME

-."
411
•

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
(ft,"We are glad you hayed moved to
say
Murray-Calloway County."
We ieLIVe been welcoming NEWCOMERS
...since 1946 almost 60 years!

Are' you experiencing

Hearing Aid Problems?

fences. concrete
270-227-6160

ttADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring •Dedts
*Vinyl siding *All other
Home Improvements
(270)970-2111
Licensed & Insured
WEST Calloway
County Development
Dozer & Backhoe
work. large & srnai.
?ribs. (new septic sys
terns
installed) 210-3781
559-2032

Celan

FREE TO A GOOD
HOME 8 month old
Great
female
Pyrenees. Full blooded. no papers. First eat
of shots, wormed. Flea
& tick medicated. 270
293-8496
LAB, Mountain Kerr
mix puppies. 7 weeks
Tails cot 436-590111

•".•

We service and repair most brands of

hearing aids - regardless of where you
purchased your aid. See us for Better Quality - Better Service • Better Prices
Call 270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12th Street • Murray

COMICS/ FEATURES

Murray Ledger & Times

lookIngBack
10 years ago
Published are pictures of the
Calloway County High School
class of Stephanie Wyatt on their
environmental rounds, patrolling
the area's streams for signs of
pollution and water health. The
group inputs information for later
downloading to the class website. The photo was by Staff
'Photographer Bernard Kane.
After months of alluding to
congressional hearings on Land
Between the Lakes, United States
First, District Rep. Ed Whitfield
announced that they will be held
in February at a meeting held
at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Births reported include a boy
to Luana and ;Edward Barber,
Oct. I.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Betty
Lowry, president of board of Unit-.
ed Fund of Murray and Calloway County, and Gale Cornelison, fund drive co-chairman,
discussing plans for the drive
which started Oct. 1 and will
continue until Oct. 31. The goal
is $50,000.
Births reported include a girl
to Franklin Charles and Mary
Jolene Thal, Sept. 26; a boy to
Sheila and Georgt Taylor, a boy
to Dorothy and Gary Jarrett and
a girl to Debra and Clay Mitchell,
Sept. 28; a boy to Tracey and
Ronnie Allison, Sept. 30.
Murray State University Racers and Western Hilltoppers
played to a 10-10 tie at a football game at MSU Stewart Stadium.

30 years ago
Published are pictures of the
installation of the largest and
apparently the first surveyed subsurface draining system in Calloway County and the Jackson

Purchase that is now bring
installed on the Stark Erwin farm,
southwest of Murray. The photos were by Staff Photographer
David Hill.
Leo J. McKinney,67, died Oct.
I from injuries sustained in a
car-bus traffic accident on Ky.
94 East, just outside of Murray.
Murray High School Tigers
lost 7-6 to Caldwell County in
a football game.
40 years ago
Maurice R. Ryan, local businessman, and Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president of Murray State
University, have been elected to
the 'permanent board of directors of the Central Midwestern
Regional Educational Laboratory, Inc.
The Student Council of Calloway County High School will
sponsor a "Sadie Hawkins" Fall
Festival on Oct. 7 at the Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Kiwanis Gov. A. Joe Asher
of Benton was speaker at a meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club
at the Murray Woman's Club
house.
50 years ago
.
State Senator George E. Overbey of Murray has been named
to a nine-member committee to
work with the Legislative
Research Committee on court
problems by Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield.
A total of 5,156. Calloway
countains received free chest xrays at the Kentucky Tuberculosis Trailer which was in Murray for 12 days.
Army Pvt. Robert Norsworthy has completed eight weeks
of basic training at Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo.

Policeman gets all fired up
over lax gun safety habits
DEAR ABBY: As a policeman, I was very disappointed
to read (8/29) about the fellow officer who leaves his
duty weapon out on the kitchen
table. Even if there were no
children in the house, it's an
extremely dangerous thing to
do.
We
are
supposed to
take
gun
safety seriously. I find
it disturbing
when fellow
officers do
not. We are
Dear Abby taught from
day one to
never, ever
By Abigail
lose control
Van Buren
of
our
sidearm. And "retention" holsters, designed to make it difficult to remove the sidearm,
can and do fail.
I would strongly suggest
that "Upset in Washington"
talk one more time to her husband. He could lose his job
over this. Or she could buy a
small gun safe, and next time
she finds-the gun on the table,
lock it up for him. Notice; I
didn't say anything about giving him the combination.
I am very pro-gun and proself-defense. But that comes
with the great responsibility
of keeping weapons out of the
hands of those who would
misuse them, either by accident or on purpose. -- DISMAYED IN COLORADO
DEAR
DISMAYED:

TodayinHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Oct. 3, the
276th day of 2006. There are 89
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 3, 1863, President Lincoln declared the last Thursday
in November Thanksgiving Day.
On this date:
In 1929, the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes formally
changed its name to the Kingdom of Yugoslavia.
In 1941, Adolf Hitler declared

in a speech in Berlin that Russia

had been "broken" and would
"never rise again."
In 1951, the New York Giants
captured the National League pennant as Bobby Thomson hit a
three-run homer off the Brooklyn
Dodgers' Ralph Branca in the
"shot heard 'round the world."
In 1952, Britain conducted its
first atomic test as it detonated a
25-kiloton device in the Monte
Bello Islands off Austfalia,_
In 1962, astronaut Wally Schirra

blasted off from Cape Canaveral
aboard the Sigma 7 on a ninehour flight.
In 1981, Irish nationalists at
the Maze Prison near Belfast,
Northern Ireland, ended seven
tnonths of hunger strikes that had
claimed 10 lives.
In 1986, the Soviet nuclear
submarine K-219 suffered an explosion and fire in a missile tube northeast of Bermuda; the vessel sank
three days later.
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Although I heard from more
than a few'readers who thought
my advice to report the officer to his police chief was
harsh, I think you are being
too soft. Read on for a sample of the horror stories that
letter generated:
DEAR ABBY: I am a law
enforcement officer in Texas.
A fellow officer lost his teenage
daughter to suicide. Even
though his gun had been hidden in a high cupboard, away
from view, she found it and,
unfortunately, succeeded in terminating her young life.
"Upset in
Washington"
should check to see if the
police department in her city
has regulations about this.
Maybe she should call and
speak to his supervisor and
ask about_ the Oh-liability of
gun locks for the weapon issued
to her husband. This needs to
be done ASAP. -- OFFICER
IN TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: Your advice
was right on. That wife should
definitely report her husband
to his chief. In our city a year'
ago, Is police officer's son got
ahold of his loaded gun and
shot and killed his 5-year-old
sister. Officers in our area are
now required to lock up their
guns at all times when off
duty. Kids just don't realize
the danger, so parents have
to. -- SHARON IN VANCOUVER, WASH.
DEAR ABBY: Years ago,
I worked for a federal law
enforcement agency .in New
York. One of the agents came
home from a late-night investigation and, not wanting to
wake his wife and 3-year-old
son, decided to sleep on the
couch. Before retiring, he
removed his weapon and placed
it udder the couch.
Apparently his son woke
up early and found the gun.
He couldn't pull the trigger
with one finger, so he pointed the gun toward himself and,
wi both thumbs on the trigger, he fired. The result was,
of course, fatal.
The agent and his wife had
tried for years to have a child
and were thrilled to tears when
she became pregnant. How sad
their happiness was so shortlived. Please have "Upset" show
this letter to her irresponsible
husband. Maybe he'll get the
message. -- UPSET WHEN I
THINK ABOUT IT IN LEBO,
KAN. k DEAR ABBY: I lost my
son three years ago under these
very circumstances. My sister,
a police officer, failed to secure
her weapon. "Upset" should
personally hand-deliver her
husband's gun to the police
chief the next time it is lying
around. God forbid, .one of
their children, or their children's
friends, gets ahold of it and
causes yet another senseless
tragedy. -- MISSING OUR
SON IN MILWAUKEE
SOO

Don't obsess
over bacteria
DEAR DR.'GOTT: What
is the best way to dry dishes?
I mean, where would there be
the fewest germs, and what
would be the most healthful
approach for the people using
the dishes? One person I talked
to will wash
the dishes,
take a towel
and dry the
dishes, then
put
them
away. I say
put them on
a drainer, let
them air dry,
put
Dr. Gott then
them away.
Who would
By
Dr, Peter Gott you say is
correct?
•DEAR READER: When I
first read your' letter, I had a
good laugh. Although my comments are not meant to insult
or antagonize you, someone has
to put this germ issue to rest.
Let's analyze the situation.
Problem: Wet dishes in the
sink. Options:
l.Dnp dry
2. Hand dry
3. Machine dry
4. Leave the decision to your
spouse, who got home late
5. This is a nonissue.
Before coming out in favor
of any specific technique, I
believe that further analysis is
important.
I. This may take hours, during which micro-organisms will
certainly land on the moist
dishes, but so what? They're
your germs and came from
your food, your kitchen equipment and your hands. The issue
here is, what bacterial damage
are you risking? None.
2. There's no question that
damp towels can harbor a sig-

amount of bacteria,
mainly from the previous night's
washing routine. But, as I Mentioned above, the bacteria are
"yours" and, as such, should
not be a health threat. If, on
the other hand, your Meal was
cooked incompletely or prepared
poorly, all bets are off.
3. The heat during the drymg cycle in most automatic
dishwashers should kill any
micro-organisms, but this choice
is more trouble and is certainly energy inefficient for home
use.
My question is, why is this
a problem for you? Leave it
alone. Most species of bacteria are harmless and are valuable assets to our digestive systems. Furthermore, you are
probably encountering thousands, if not millions, of germs
in your normal daily activities.
In response to your question, both of you are correct.
Now, how do you deal with a
thumb-sucking infant who sits
in a supermarket cart?
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was
always told to cover my head
in the cold weather to keev
the body heat in. Now I'm told
to keep my head covered in
the heat to keep cool. Which is correct?
DEAR READER: As a general rule, fabric, including hats,
retards the release of body heat.
Therefore, wearing caps during the winter make sense,
whereas keeping the body heat
in during hot weather will worsen matters.
In most cases, people who
perform Physical labor in warm
climates wear caps to protect
the scalp from absorbing heat
from the sun.
Copyright 2006,Newspaper'
Enterprise Assn.
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ContractBridge
Haste Makes Waste
Southdealet
Neither side vulnerable.

NORTH
•7 2
1111Q .1 5

•A Q 10 96 3,
tt2
EAST
•Q 8 5
4 10 9 6
V9 8 4 2
9K 10 6
•K 8 5
•7 2
4Q 7 4
4J 1063
SOUTH
4AK 43
IP A 73
•J 4

you go down against proper defense,
When you later lead thisjack of diamonds, East ducks, and from that
point on you're in trouble, since you
can't bring dummy's diamonds
home.
However, if you play. the hand .
More carefully, you can't be stopped

from making five notrunip. The
proper play from dummy at trick one
is the five of hearts, not the jack!
Observe the effect of this play.
You win East's ten with the ace, lead
the jack of diamonds and finesse. If
East ducks, you try another finesse,
losing to the king. East's return is
immaterial because, whatever he
does, you cannot be denied access to
dummy with either the queen or jack of hearts to score your five diamond

•A K 85
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
Pass
I•
Pass
I•
Pass
14
Pass
2•
3 NT
Opening lead — two of hearts.

tricks.

Playing a low heart from dummy
at trick one is obviously correct if
you stop to consider the play of the
hand as a whole. It guarantees at
least II tricks, regardless of how the
cards are divided. The same cannot
be said of putting up dummy's jack.

Assume you're in three notrump
and West leads a heart, on which you
play dummy's jack. If East covers
with the king, you have an easy time
making 1 I tricks. You win with the

ace, lose a diamond finesse to East's
king and eventually wind up with
five diamond tricks, two spades, two
hearts and two clubs.
But if East plays low on the jack
of hearts at trick one,•he should,

But the sad fact is that many
declarers would impulsively play the
jack of hearts at trick one and. after
East followed low, then start to think
about how to play the hand. They
would play in haste but repent at
leisure.
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1 Sticky sweet
4 Vessel
9 Paul Newman
role
12 Old card game
13 Take it easy
14 Electncal unit
15 Numero —
16 Cracked
17 Art studio.
maybe
18 Jots down
20 Fourth on the
musical scale
21 W Coast
metropolis
23 Jiffy
24 Bestselling doll
28 Pub pint
30 Leaving in a .
helpless spot
32 Highland girl
34 Summer
Games org
35 Wallop
36 They sacked
Rome

39 Previous to
40 Mount Hood
locale
41 Ostrich cousin
43 Mag exec
44 Cop on base
45 Planet
in question
47 Slave girl
of opera
50 Horse's gait
51 Max — Sydow
54 Common
contraction
55 Turn inside out
56 Foreman toe
57 Caustic solution
58 Not polite
59 Caesar's law

DOWN
1 Common
ailment
2 Smokedetector output
3 Thug. slangily
4 Orange boxes
5 WOOef s fear
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11 Fleck
17 Cooking fats
19 UNIX, e g
20 Stadium tiler
21 Round
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22 Knack
24 Some angles
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26 Accustom
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31 Decompose
33 Frat letter
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38 Grimy
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47 Catch cold
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Teams picked to compete
in annual robot challenge
By ALICIA CHANG
AP Science Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The winners of last year's Pentagon-sponsored robot race are
back to take on another challenge — this time to develop
a vehicle that can drive through
congested city traffic all by
itself.
Stanford University, whose
unmanned Volkswagen dubbed
Stanley won last year's desert
race, was among II teams
selected Monday to receive government money to. participate
in a contest requiring robots
to carry out a simulated military supply mission.
Stanford, which teamed up
with the German automaker
again, will enter a Passat sedan
outfitted with the latest sensors, lasers and other high-tech
gear. Engineers have tested the
car on a closed course and
begin actual tests after
• scientists finish writing the program that will serve as the
car's brain.
-"It's definitely a more challenging problem scientifically,"
member David
said team
Stevens.
The competition, slated to
take place in a yet-undisclosed
location in .November 2007, is
supported by the Pentagon's
Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, or DARPA.
to spur development. of _military vehicles that could tight
in war -zones without any sort'
of remote control.
The robotic 'vehicles will
have to navigate a complex
60-mile test course designed
like a real 'city street filled
with moving manned ancI
unmanned vehicles. Participants
will be tested on how well
they make sharp turns, navigate traffic circles and avoid
obstacles such as utility .poles,
trees and parked cars. The vehicles will also have to- obey

Downey Jr.
to play hero
'Iron Man'
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Robert Downey Jr. will star as
the latest Marvel Comics superhero to hit the big screen.
Downey will play the title
character in "Iron Man," a film
directed by Jon Favreau. Filming is scheduled to. begin in
February. with the movie due
in theaters in May 2008.
It will be the first feature
film produced independently by
Marvel Entertainment
"(Downey's.) versatility sets
him apart and makes him an
ideal fit to play such a compleit character as Iron Man."
said Kevin Feige,:president of
production for Marvel Studios.
"Iron Man" is the story of
billionaire industrialist and
inventor Tony Stark, who is
kidnapped and forced to build
a devastating weapon. Instead,
he builds a high-tech suit of
armor and escapes. vowing to
protect the world as a superhero.
Downey
most
recently
starred in Richard Linklater's
adaptation of Philip K. Dick's
"A Scanner Darkly," and can
be seen in "A Guide to Recogni/ing Your Saints," currently in theaters.
"Iron Man" will be distributed hs Paramount Pictures.
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Stanford Racing Team's unmanned Volkswagen, races
through the Mojave Desert near Prirnm, Nev., in this file photo,
during.- the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) 2005 Grand Challenge robot race sponsored by the
Pentagon. The winners behind last year's Pentagon-sponsored robot race are back to take on another challenge in
2007, this time to develop a vehicle that can weave through
congested city traffic without human help.
traffic laws,change lanes, merge
with moving cars and pull into
a parking lot using only their
computer brain and sensors.
The first three vehicles that
successfully complete the mission in less than six. hours will
win trophies, according .to?
on
posted
updated- rules
DARPA's Web site.
The robotic challenge could
turn into a rematch between
and
Stanford
archrivals
Carnegie Mellon University.
CMU came in second and third
last year with a converted
Humvee and Hummer.
CMU, which recently partnered with General' Motors
Corp., will enter a souped-up
Chevy Tahoe. Engineers are
installing computers and sensors and will test the vehicle
later this month.
Team member Chris Urmson said cars have to be smarter
this time around.
'The biggest challenge will

be to drive in traffic and stay
on the road. It's a whole new
level," Urmson said.
The 11 teams, made up of
mostly veterans from last year's
i 'challenge. each will
robot c
receive up to $1 million in
funding from DARPA. hi turn.
the agency will obtain some
licensing rights to the technology that's developed.
The other teams intlude.
Autonomous Solutions of Utah,
California Institute of Technology, Cornell University, Golem
Group LLC of California, Honeywell Aerospace Advanced
Massachusetts
Technology,
Technology,
Institute
of
Oshkosh Truck Corp., Raytheon
Co., and, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University.
Later this month. DARPA
will choose an Undisclosed number of teams that will not be
subsidized by the agency but
can compete for a spot in the
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